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The design of pavements is, in :reality~ ttl/'o problems: one pertains to 
the capabilities of the pavement structure to 1.iJithstand a certain amount of 
traffic, a;nd the other pertains to forecasting traffic~ Although a structural 
design may be adequate for a stated summation of traffic, if the traffic fore-
cast is in error, "design life11 and 11 ac.tual life 11 of pavements will differ. 
If "traffic age" exc;,eeds the !I chronological age 11 , traffic is accumulating at 
a higher rate than was predicted. For instance, if a pavement designed for a 
20-year forecast of traffic actually accumulates that much in 10 years, the 
forecast was obviously in error~ If, in the same instance, the pavement devel-
oped concomitant distress, its stru~.tnral design would not be suspect. 
A method of estimating or pred:icting EWL's for the design of bitumi-
nous pavements "~:vas recommended to the Department in 1949. It ~¥as revised in 
1954. A 1958 statistical evaluation of predicted versus actual accumulations 
of traffic, on approximately 57 projects designed and constructed bet•reen 
1948 and 1957, indicated that 68 percent of those roads did or •wuld accumulate 
their 10-year quota of traffic bet"een 6.8 and 16.8 ycears. 
The prediction of equivalent wheel loads (or equivalent axleloads) 
is much more complicated than predic.t:Lng gross t.ra_ffie: volume -- although, any 
error in predicting gross tra.ffic compounds the e.rror in equ:Lvalent loadings. 
For instance, the composition of traffic and the spectral distribution of truck 
types· and axle weights are extremely t::.luslve and ·variable factors - even in 
retrospection~ Presumably, this i.nabil:Lty to pr:edict vTith accuracy exists be-
cause "e do not have sufficient historical knowledge of the past - that is to 
say: traffic counts and classification data have not provided true and complete 
representation of tre.nds in traffic, on elthe.r a constitutive or time basis~ 
The study report transmitted he:cew.it.h presents an inquiring analysis 
of available traffic da.ta. From the standpoint of resolving a predictive 
criterion, subjective parameters were introduced and tested for statistical 
significancea Even so, residual or unaccountable variances persistG In still 
another sense, the inherent o:e natural variability remains high and so does 
the error of estimate. This does not mean that all predictions •dll be hope-
lessly in error: it does mean that in s.ome instances the actual accumulation 
may be somewhere between half and twice the predicted value but in the majority 
of cases will conform much closer. 
A. 0. Neiser 2 August 29, 1968 
The method or criterl.on ~ve. are proposing for adoption (Appendix F 
of the report) is quite different from the one now in use. The new method 
provides factors which offer the best "'stimate. of Kentuc:'l!:y EHL's and(or) 
AASHO, 18-kip, equivalent axleloads per 1000 vehicles; these may be projected 
over the design period. Inasmuch as the AASHO basic axle is gaining preminence 
throughout the country and inasmuch as certain planning statistics are already 
required by the Bureau of Public Roads to be reported in. terms of 18-kip, 
equivalent loadings, we believe that our pavement design criterion should be 
converted eventually to that basis. In the meantime both Kentucky EWL's and 
AASHO axles should be entered on design records~ ~Ve suggest that each axle 
of a tandem pair continue to be considered as an individual axle. 
This study ;;vas a long time 11maturing' 1 • 
sumed in compiling and veri.fiying the data~ The 
to updating again on future occasions. 
Much of the effort <ras con-
data systems are nnw amenable 
The study has not been extended to include urban situations as was 
originally planned - and is concluded Hith this submission. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the first published methods for the structural design o:E higl11"ay 
pavements "'as called the Hassachusetts Rule and "'as prescmted in the eighth 
annual report of the Hassachuset.ts Highcmy Commission in 1901 (!), The 
essence of this procedure 1i<7ns a rather intuitive assumption concerning the 
distribution of vertical pressures beneath a loaded area. For design purposes~ 
this required the selection of a des:tgn load ~vhich, since failure t"JaG assumed 
to be catastrophic. and not cumulative, could be taken at; the largeBt load that 
could reasonably be antieipated during the denign life of the pavement. The 
prediction of suel.1 a design load was in itself a rather forrn:.tdable taGk. 
Hm·7ever, as early as the late 1930's) pavement des:Lgners began to 
appreciate that pavements could become distressed not only catastrophtcally as 
a result of the sinzle applicati.on of a very large. load but also cumulatively 
as a result of the repetitive application oE loads of lesser magnitudes, In 
1938, Bradbury (2) hypothesized that portland ceme.nt concrete pavements could 
fail as a result-of the conventi.onal mechanisms of fatigue. The primary type 
of failure in flexible pavements "'as identified by Porter in 1942 (3) as 
resultinG from progresGive plastic defonnat::Lon of the fotrndation as large 
repct.Ltions of load v1e.re accumulated. Soon thereafter, I-Ivee>tl and Carmany (4.) 
postulated that repetitive load applications on flexible pavements could -
cause fati.gue·-associated distress in the asphalt--bound layers in addition to 
distress associated with the accumulation of irrecoverable plast:i.c deforma-· 
tions. To apply this knot,le.dge in any gainful "'ay required that the cumulative 
destructive effects of the diverse spectrum of traffic loads be evaluated and, 
for design purposes, predicted. This greatly magnified the problems associated 
"'ith traffic predictions, "'hich heretofore had concentrated on the design·~ load 
concept.. 
A first indication as to hmv the destructive effects of various repet~~ 
itive traffic loads might be reduced to a single measure 'I;Vas that made by 
Bradbury (2), He introduced the problem of flexural···fatigue failure in 
portland cement concrete pavementsfiand proposed a design procedure based on 
the linear summation of cycle ratios concept 1 (~) \Vbereby esti1•u1tes could be. 
made of the age of a pavement at ':Vhich fatigue cracking t·muld be initiated~ 
Furthermore, he illustrated the prai.ct:l.cal application of this technique by 
means of an example problem based on necessary assumptions concerninr; the 
distribution of traffic loads~ the geometry o.f the pavement slab) and 
characterizations of material bel'1avior. 
One of the first investi.gator.s to be significantly in:fluence.ll by 
Bradbury's '>Jork \Vas Crumm (]), tvho, in the early 19l~0 7 s~ sought a means vJhere,·· 
by the destructive influence of the magnitude and number of applications of 
any particular wheel load might be expressed in terms of an equivalent number 
of applications of a standard or base vheel load. A standard wheel load of 
5,000 pounds was selected since it "~;-JUS felt that 'high~ .. ·type pavements could 
1Investigators of the fatigue of metals have commonly termed this 
concept "Niner's hypothesis 11 (§) 
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"ithstand an almost unlimited number of applications of 1vheel loads of smaller 
magnitudes Hi.thout exhibiting distress. Grumm introduced the concept of 
equivalent "heel load (EviL) or load equivalency factors, the number of appli-
cations of the standard 5,000-pound >Vheel load Hhich is equivalent in destructive 
effect to one application of a <1heel load of different magnitude. These factors, 
which T:7ere derived from an analysis of Bradbury's illuotrative example and 
subsequently modified on the basis of observed flexible pavement performance 
inservice, are shovm j_n Table 1. Note particularly that these factors represent a 
simple geometric progression for the stipulated Hheel loads. 
Grunnn further suggested that, by using these erruivalency factors and 
traffic estimates that yielded the total number of applications of each v1heel 
load anticipated during a given design period, one could estimate, by summation 
the total equivalent number of applications of the standard 5 ,000-pound ,,,heel 
load -- that is, the total number of EHL' s _ .... that 'l:•:rou1.d be anticipated during 
the design perioci. Thus; if t';,ro different traffic estimates yielded identical 
estimates of total Ei~L's, the composite destructive e:ffccts of the traffic i.n 
the two circumstances uere assumed to be the satne. 
The Calj_fornia investigators t·.rere the fi.rst to incorporate this means 
for traffic evaluation into empirical methods for flexible pavement design (]_). 
Their use of the concept, though in a somm,;rhat different form, has continued to 
the present (8). The Kentucky Department of Highways adopted a modification of 
the California curves for the structural design of flexible pavements in the 
mid-191>0 1 s (9). In 1949 (9), desicn curves ~Vere published Hhich utilized, as 
the traffic parameter, the-predicted accumulations of EliL 1 s during the design 
period. On the basis of these predictions, traffic "'as placed in one of five 
categories which enabled the selection of an appropriate design curve. In 1959 
(10), the number of traffic categories had been increased to 11 and the design 
cmves were modified on the basis of an extensive pavcrnent performance. reevalua-
tion. 
TABLE 1 
ORIGINAL LOAD EQUIVALENCY FACTORS (]_) 
vFneel Load Equivalency 
(lbs) Factor 
5,000 1 
6,000 2 
7,000 4 
8,000 8 
9,000 16 
10,000 32 
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A natiomlide resurgence of interest in the load equivalence concept 
followed analyses of the AASHO Road Test results (11-ll•). These analyses 
focused attention on the validity of expressing thedestructive effects of 
traffic in terms of equivalent loadings, at least insofar as empirical design 
procedures are concerned. The standard or base load, the method for deriving 
the equivalency factors, the factors themselves, and some of the methods of 
analysis were changed to reflect the vast amounts of data from the road test 
and improved capabilities for analysis. However, the equivalency concept I.Jas 
verified and retained in the interim design guides (13,14). 
During the several years immediately prior to 1963, Kentucky had been 
experiencing some difficulties in obtaining reliable estimates of design EviL's. 
Average estimates obtained at several locations had been found to agree 
remarkably well ~<i th the actual average E\VL' s that had been accumulated. 
Hm.Jever, when EWL estimates at specific locations were compared ~<ith actual 
accumulations, an unacceptably large variation was found. This comparison 
illustrated the need for a more proper determination of the effects of local 
conditions on significant parameters of the traffic stream. In addition, the 
Kentucky procedure offered no basis whatsoever for extrapolation of data to 
a \Vide variety of routes -- for example, secondary roads ·-··· for 1;Vhich 
limited historical data were available. 
These observations "'ere largely responsible for the initiation of the 
current study in September 1963. The major purpose of the study is the 
reevaluation of traffic parameters used for predicting llHL's for use in 
pavement-thickness design procedures 1fith the intent of more properly incorpo··· 
rating the influence of local condttions. The more specific objectives of the 
study are as follow: 
1. to establish a proper methodology for obtaining estimates of 
design Evn.' s, 
2. to identify those ch.aracteristics of a particular route or locale 
Hhich affect the composition and axleload distributions of traffic, 
3. to develop a means for relating significant traffic para.meters to 
local conditions, and 
4. to provide ·a means whereby estimates of EHL's by both the Kentucky 
and .Al'i.SHO procedures can be compared and the differencGs evaluated. 
Three specific limitations on the scope of this study are 'ivorthy of 
mention. First, the study is basically a traffic study. No attempt has been 
made to ascertain whether the equiv<J.lency factors are of proper magnitude, 
whether it is essential to distinguish between single and tandem axles, and 
so forth. Second, the traffic characteristics in rural areas have been 
found to differ significantly from those in urban areas. It was decided to 
restrict the scope of this report to rural areas "ithin which the bulk of 
applicable data have been accumulated. Third, it fileS decided to assume that 
accurate estimates of average daily traffic (ADT) 1wuld be available to the 
designer. This assumption appears reasonable since: 
1. Reasonably accurate predictions of ADT are currently available on 
request from the Division of Planning, 
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2. An extensive study of AnT-prediction procedures is currently pro ... 
grammed in Kentucky (15), and 
3. It appears plausible that separate procedures can and should be 
evolved for predicting traffic volumes and the composition and weight charac-
teristics of the traffic. 
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PROCEDURES FOR PREDICTING EWL'S 
An analysis of the available literature reveals that there are apparently 
few, if any, procedures for properly relating E\11 predictions to local con-
ditions. However, before some of this literature is examined, it is well 
to revim; some of the fundamental differences between the Kentucky and AASHO 
methods of computation. 
COl1PARISON OF KENTUCKY AND AASIIO l1ETHODS (lQ_,13,14) 
The major differences in the two methods are described as follow: 
1. Base load. Kentucky has retained the 5, 000·-pound wheel load as the 
base or standard load. Converting to axleload format, the standard axleload 
used in Kentucky is the 10,000-pound single axleload. AASHO uses as a 
standard the 18,000-pound single axleload which is the maximum legal single 
axleload in many states (16). For empirical correlations, the actual magni-
tude of the base load is of little practical significance since conversions 
from one base load to any alternate can readily be made. Of much more signif-
icance are the relative magnitudes of the load equivalency factors. 
2. Axle types considered. Kentucky considers all axles as single axles 
while AASHO applies different sets of equivalency factors to single and tandem 
axles. It is well known that the destructive effects of loads acting singly 
and in tandem are not identical (16). The matter of ascertaining the impor··· 
tance of this distinction cannot be properly debated here. It should be 
mentioned, however, that Kentucky defines a tandem axle as the composite 
of two single axles whose centers lie between 42 and 120 inches (17). At the 
same time, AASHO specifies that this measurement should be 40 inches or less 
(13). \1hether this distinction is relevant, considering the axle configura-
tions vJhich pass over Kentucky high"ays and those employed in the AASHO road 
test, is unknov.m. However, if it is, the Kentuck.y procedure may be more in 
order for Kentucky condition8 since the axleloads tend to act separately as the 
distance between them increases. 
3. Derivation of load equivalency factors. Kentucky's equivalency 
factors are based on the illustrative example of Bradbury and modified as 
required for compatibility with experience. The factors suggested by AASHO were 
determined from a statistical analysis of the performance of the road test 
pavements. 
4. Factors affecting load equivalency factors. Kentucky's factors are 
a function of the magnitude of the single axleloads and are applicable only 
to flexible pavement design. AASHO's factors are a function of: (1) axle-
load magnitude, (2) type of pavement (flexible or rigid), (3) type of axle 
(single or tandem), (4) terminal serviceability rating (an index of the extent 
of distress at failure), and (5) the structural number (an index representing 
the composite structural capacity of the pavement). It is reasonable to assume 
that each of the determining factors selected by AASHO do theoretically affect 
the magnitudes of the load equivalency factors. For example, Yoder (16) has 
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pointed out that the equivalency factors depend upon the type and thickness of 
the pavement. However, recent work at Purdue University (18) indicates that 
for practical purposes variations in pavement thickness an~terminal service-
ability have little effect on equivalency factors and can possibly be neglected 
for pavement design purposes. 
5. T>vo-axle, four-tired vehicles. In the past, only trucks have been 
considered by Kentucky to contribute to the accumulation of destructive load-
ings. A truck is defined as a motor vehicle having six or more tires and 
designed primarily as a freight carrier. Furthermore, all truck axles >veighing 
less than 9,000 pounds are assumed to have negligible effect. AASHO considers 
all vehicles as contributing to the cumulative destructive effect although the 
contribution by passenger cars is extremely small. 
6. Design EWL's. A minor distinction in terminology is necessary since 
Kentucky expresses traffic in terms of equivalent wheel loads, and AASHO in 
terms of equivalent axleloads (EAL's). This presents no difficulty since 
Kentucky's results can be interpreted in terms of a base single axleload of 
10,000 pounds, and AASHO's results in terms of a base wheel load of 9,000 
pounds. Both recommend use of a traffic evaluation period of 20 years. A 
major difference with regard to design procedures is that Kentucky uses total 
EHL 1 s in all lanes and in both directions.. AASHO identifies a single design 
lane for heavy-duty, multilane facilities and computes EAL's only for that 
lane. The results are equivalent only when the average annual directional 
split is 50-50 and when, on multilane facilities, all contributing, one·· 
directional traffic utilizes the same lane. The AASI!O approach is perhaps 
more reasonable, especially due to the rapidly increasing mileage of multilane 
facilities. For this reason, the approach taken herein is to provide the 
capability for considering directional splits of other than 50-·50 and lane 
distributj_ons of other than 100 percent of the significant traffic in the 
design lane. 
Table 2 is presented to compare the equivalency factors currently used 
by Kentucky and AAS!!O. In studying this table, one should keep clearly in 
mind the aforementioned distinctions bet,een the t"o methods. 
CURRENT KENTUCKY PROCEDURE 
The four parameters of the traffic stream that enter the EHL computations 
are (1) AOT, (2) average percent trucks, (3) average number of axles per 
truck, and (4) the average load distribution of truck axles (axleload distri-
bution). For purposes of estimating EHL's, these four parameters must be 
representative of the average conditions during tl1e design life. Estimates 
must be made on the basis of data gleaned from traffic volume counts, vehicle 
classification counts, and weight studies at loadometer stations. Special 
surveys may be taken if necessary for a particular design project but most 
often data are obtained from the routinely conducted surveys or from special, 
statewide surveys. 
Estimates of AOT are thought to pose no significant problems. An 
extensive network of automatic traffic recording (ATR) stations is located 
within the Commonwealth, and information obtained from these is annually 
supplemented by numerous counts made for more specific purposes. 
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TABLE 2 
CURRENT LOAD EQUIVALENCY FACTORSl 
Single Axles Tandem Axles 
0 
Load Kentucky AAS!I02 Load Kentucky3 MSHO~ 
(kips) (kips) 
1-3 0 0.0002 2-6 
3-·5 0 0.002 6-10 
5-7 0 0.01 10-11; 0.01 
7-9 0 0.03 lif--18 0.05 
9-11 1 0.09 18-22 0.12 
11--13 2 0.19 22-26 0.26 
13-15 4 0.36 26-30 0.50 
15-17 8 0.62 30-34 0.86 
17-19 16 1.00 34-38 1.38 
19-21 32 1.51 38-42 2.08 
21-23 61+ 2.18 42--46 3.00 
23-·25 128 3.03 46--50 4.17 
25--27 256 4.09 50--51, 5.63 
27-29 512 5.39 51•--58 7.41 
29-31 1024 6.97 58-62 9.59 
1The factors used by MSHO relate to truck axles. In addition, 
t1w-axle, four--tired vehicles are assumed to contribute 0. 0002 EAL 's 
per vehicle. 
2These factors relate to flexible pavements having a terminal 
serviceability index of 2.5 and a structural number of 5. 
3Kentucky does not identify tandem axles separately for purposes of 
computation. 
Accurate estimates of percent trucks are slightly more difficult to 
obtain. As will be shown later, the percentage of trucks is very much 
affected by season; the lowest value for rural stations is normally recorded 
during the sununer months when the volume of passenger cars is large o It is 
essential, therefore, to obtain an annual v7eighted average of percent trucks. 
Furthermore, it must be recognized that estimates of percent truckB are 
made solely on the basis of vehicle classification counts. There apparently 
has been some tendency in the past to select as a basis for estimation only 
those counts taken at the loadometer stations. This practice ignores a wealth 
of data available from other vehicle classification counts and limits consider-
ation to those traffic patterns representative of primary highv,ays on which 
the bulk of loadometer stations have been operated. 
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Estimates of the average number of axles per truck likevJise should be 
made on the basis of vehicle classification counts. Accordingly, the above 
remarks apropos to restricting the basis of estimates to loadometer-station 
data are equally relevant here. A further consideration is also important. 
One must not restrict determinations of the average number of axles per 
truck to those trucks that are actually '"eighed at a particular loadometer 
station.. The rationale here is obvious since the average number of axles 
per truck is sensitive only to the relative percentages of the various vehicle 
types in the traffic stream: the vehicle sampling for weighing purposes is 
not necessarily in the true proportion. 
Estimates of the load distribution of truck axles must he made on the 
basis of data obtained from loadometer stations. However, caution must he 
exercised to assure that both vehicle classification and weight data enter 
the computations unless the weight sampling by vehicle type is in the same 
proportion as the vehicle types exist in the traffic stream. 
As summarized above, estimates of average percent trucks, average 
number of axles per truck, and axleload distribution have generally been 
based on vehicle classification and weight data obtained from loadometer 
stations. To account for the effects of local conditions, the analyst 
generally exercises his discretion in the selection of a relevant basis for 
evaluation. Normally considerations would include (1) the nearest loadometer 
station, (2) the loadometer station with the most siinilar traffic character-
istics, and (3) statewide averages for all loadometer stations falling within 
a designated volume group. Under many circumstances, the effect of local 
conditions could be much better assessed if the analyst would extend his 
range of consideration to include any relevant vehicle classification counts 
from which estimates of average percent trucks and average number of axles 
per truck might be made. 
With this basic information in mind, Kentucky's current procedure for 
estimating design E\~1' s is smmnarized by the following step-by-step procedure: 
1. Estimate the initial ADT (total, t«o directional). 
2. Estimate the average percent trucks. It is assumed that this 
percentage «ill not change significantly during the design life. The 
validity of this assumption is borne out by an analysis of the data assembled 
herein. lvhile random variations in percent trucks are evidenced from year 
to year, no overall trend can be noted. 
3. Find the initial average daily number of trucks by taking the 
product of initial ADT and average percent trucks. 
4. Find the average daily number of trucks over the 20-year design 
period. It is assumed in most cases that the annual increase in the number 
of trucks is constant over the period and equals 4.65 percent of the initial 
number. The average number then equals the initial number increased by 
46.5 percent. In special cases, other percentages may be chosen at the 
discretion of the analyst. For low volume groups the average increase is 
taken to be 20 percent. Table 3 summarizes these adjustments. 
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TABLE 3 
KENTUCKY GROHTH ADJUSTHENT FACTORS FOR EHL ESTHIATES 
0-399 
(vpd) 
Volume Group 
400-999 
(vpd) 
1000-1999 
(vpd) 
Hultiplicative factors to 1.200 1.200 1.465 
adjust initial daily truck 
traffic to average over 
design period 
Additive factors to adjust 
initial average number of 
axles per truck to average 
over design period 
Additive factors to adjust 
initial axleload distribution 
to average over design period 
for following axle load 
categories (kips) 
9-11 
11-13 
13--15 
15-17 
17--19 
19·-21 
21--23 
23-25 
0.04 
0.01 
0.01 
0. Ql, 
0.01 
0.08 
0.04 
0 .011. 
0.11 
0.04 
0. 01, 
0.01 
2000·-2999 3000+ 
(vpd) (vpd) 
1.465 1.465 
0 .llf 0.19 
0.08 0.09 
0.11 0.13 
0.23 0.27 
0.12 0.15 
0.09 0.11 
0. 01, 0.05 
5. Estimate the initial average number of axles per truck. 
6. Adjust the initial average number of axles per truck to an 
average over the design period. This is accomplished through the use of 
additive adjustment factors shmm in Table 3. These adjustments are based 
on an analysis of trend data and reflect increasing utilization of truck types 
having larger numbers of axles. 
7. Estimate the total number of truck axles anticipated during the 
20-year design period. This is obtained by taking the products of the 
adjusted average daily truck traffic (step 4), the adjusted average number 
of axles per truck (step 6), 365, and 20. 
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8. Estimate the initial axleload distribution for truck axles. This 
is the percentages of truck axles which fall within designated axleload 
intervals. Axles weighing less than 9,000 pounds may be neglected. 
9. Estimate the average axleload distribution during the design period 
by applying the additive corrections shown in Table 3. These corrections are 
based on an analysis of trend data which indicate that average weights of 
truck axles have generally increased with time. 
10. Find the total number of truck axles expected within each axleload 
category during the design life. These are obtained by multiplying the total 
number of truck axles (step 7) by the adjusted percentages within the various 
load categories (step 9). 
11. Compute the EWL's within each axleload category by multiplying the 
total axles in that category (step 10) by the appropriate equivalency factor 
(Table 2). 
12. Sum the EWL's of step 11 to obtain the final estimate of the total, 
two-directional EWL's anticipated during the design period. 
13. Determine the appropriate traffic category using Table 4. 
Figure 1 illustrates one of the forms used to facilitate the computational 
process embodied in the above procedures. 
TABLE 4 
KENTUCKY DESIGN TRAFFIC CATEGORIES 
Category 
IA 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
Two-Directional 
EWL's 
(millions) 
Less than 0.5 
10 
0.5-1 
1-2 
2-3 
3-6 
6-10 
10-20 
20-40 
40-80 
80-160 
160-320 
TRAFFIC VOLUME GROUP ZOOO-Z999 
COUNTY ROAD NAME ROUTE NO. ___ _ 
PROJECT LIMITS PROJECT NO. 
LOADOMETER STATION REFERENCE'-------------------
(I) Percent Truckm ............ , . , , . , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , , , , , , , , 
(Z) Avg. Axle a per Truck . , , .. , , .. , ...................... . 
(3) Avg. Z4-Hr. Tl'affic ............... , .. , ... , ... , , . , .. , . 
(4) Avg. Z4-Hl', Truck Traffic"' (1) x (3) ................. .. 
(5} Avg. Z4-Hr. Truck Traffic for ZO-Yr.PeriQd = 1.465 x (4). 
(6) Avg. Axle a per Truck for ZO-Yr. Period= (Z) + 0,14 .,.,, 
(7) Total Axles in ZO Yro. = (5) x (6) x 365 x ZO , ..... , ...... . 
~~~ T~~l % 1~~tal <UI % Co1::ected To~; 1Axtes 
~oad '17~eo Axteo,From Correct- T~~~~ fo\ea brB~~·(illua OU!:i) Load.Sta. ion 
4.5-5.5 0.08 
5.5-6.5 0.11 
6.5-7.5 O.Z3 
7.5-8.5 0, IZ 
8,5-9,5 0, 09 
9. 5-10.5 0.04 
10,5-11.5 0 
11.5-IZ.5 0 -
TOTAL EWL'o for ZO- Yr. Period (Two DirectioM! 
<ul 
EWL'a 
EVI'L I fF~:~~t. Factor 
1 
z 
• 
8 
16 
32 
•• 
1Z8 -
Figure 1. Form for Estimating 20-Year El,,L' s, 
2000-2999 vpd. 
CALIFORNIA PROCEDURE 
A review of the California procedure for evaluating EWL's (8,19) 
provides the opportunity for introducing the concept of unit EWL's-which are 
defined as the average EWL's per vehicle and which are a function of vehicle 
type. For pavement design purposes, California predicts the accumulated 
equivalent number of 5,000-pound wheel ·loads on the design lane during a 
10-year period. This design EWL is converted to a Traffic Index for entry 
into the pavement design charts. 
First it is necessary to predict the present ana future, two-directional, 
average daily volumes of the various types of dual-tired commercial vehicles. 
These types are classified according to number of axles per vehicle, and 
buses are treated as commercial vehicles. These average daily numbers of 
vehicles are multiplied by EWL-conversion factors for each vehicle type, 
and the results are summed over all vehicle types to obtain the average annual 
design EWL in one direction. These conversion factors are shown in the 
second column of Table 5. These factors automatically convert from two-direc-
tional to one-directional volumes and from daily to annual accumulations. For 
special conditions of traffic, adjustments in the EWL-conversion factors 
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Type of Vehicle 
2-axle truck 
3-axle truck 
4-axle truck 
5-axle truck 
6-axle truck 
TABLE 5 
CALIFOR.!"!IA EWL CONSTA.l'!TS FOR 
DUAL-TIRED COMHERCIAL VEHICLES 
Annual Design EWL 
per Vehicle per Day 
250 
815 
965 
2385 
1475 
Unit 
EWL 
1.37 
4.47 
5.28 
13.08 
8.09 
may be warranted. Corresponding average unit EWL's for the various vehicle 
types are sho.wn in the third column of Table 5. After the average annual 
one-directional design EWL has been obtained, it is multiplied by the number of 
years in the design period and adjusted, if necessary, for lane distribution on 
multilane facilities. 
The important fact to emphasize here is that California largely 
separates the problem of estimating the composition of the traffic stream 
(by vehicle type) from the problem of estimating the axle--weight distributions 
of the various vehicle types. It is apparently assumed, furthermore, that 
there is some consistency in the average unit EHL's among the various types of 
highways even though provision is made to adjust these if necessary. 
RECENT INVESTIGATIONS IN TEXAS 
Two rather recent investigations conducted in Texas shed additional 
light on both methodology and the effects of local conditions. The first 
of these (20) was concerned primarily with methodology. The proposed 
methodologydoes not seem to differ greatly from that used in Kentucky and 
is outlined briefly in the following manner: 
1. Predictions are made of the average daily traffic (ADT) anticipated 
throughout the design period. 
2~ The percentage of trucks can then be estimated using a curve der:lvecl 
from an analysis of past data which relates percent trucks '"ith ADT. Percent 
trucks are not used directly in the analysis but are computed primarily for 
use in geometric design and as input to steps 3 and 4. 
3. The numbers of both single and tandem axles per 100 vehicles are 
obtained from a tabulation based on volume group, percent trucks, and higlmay 
classification. Hultiplication of these numbers by the ADT expressed in 
hundreds yields the total numbers of single and tandem axles antlcipated. 
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4. Axleload distributions for both single and tandem axles are related 
to percent trucks. Given these distributions and the numbers of axles obtained 
in step 3, the numbers of each type of axle in each ~<eight category can be 
determined. Equivalency factors are then applied and the results summed to 
obtain the design EAL's. 
The second investigation (21) employed a slightly different methodology 
but focused attention primarily on-how to relate axleload distributions at 
one location to those at other locations. This represented an attempt to 
ascertain and describe the effect of local conditions on axleload distributions. 
Data obtained from loadometer stations operated from 1960 through 1963 were 
grouped by each of the follm;ing three classification sets: (1) percent trucks, 
(2) highway system classification (a composite indication of geometric design 
standards and percentage of through trucks), and (3) statewide averages. 
It was concluded that axleload distributions for design purposes should 
be obtained from measurements at a nearby loadometer station if such measure-
ments are available and if design and traffic conditions are nearly identical. 
If not, the statewide average axleload distributions should be used except 
for highways approaching interstate design standards. For these facilities, 
average axleload distributions for stations of this high-type design should 
be used. 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
Recently, Ulbricht (18) has devised an approximate method for estimating 
EAL' s based on a knowledge of ADT and an equivalency cocofficient. The equiv-
alency coefficient is the average EAL per vehicle and considers the proportions 
and weights of all vehicle types in the traffic stream. Using multiple 
regression techniques, an equivalency coefficient of this type was related to 
various parameters in the traffic stream including percent trucks and percent 
multiple-unit trucks. Data from 22 loadorneter stations accumulated over a 
three-year period were utilized and the resulting correlations were found to 
be most acceptable. 
It was suggested, however, that, since the percentages of truck.s on 
highways of the same class are approximately constant, the equivalency coeffi-
cient could be related to a classification of highway type by truck usage. 
The three classes of truck routes are: 
1. Class I truck routes - all interstate routes and US-numbered routes 
connecting major population centers, 
2. Class II truck routes - all other primary high'>mys, and 
3. Class III truck routes - all secondary state higl11·1ays. 
The equivalency coefficients, based on A."-SHO's computational procedures, are 
shown in Table 6. 
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TABLE 6 
EQUIVALENCY COEFFICIENTS BY ROUTE CLASS 
Class of Truck 
Route 
I 
II 
III 
Equivalency Coefficients 
(EAL's per vehicle) 
Rigid Flexible and 
Overlay 
0.22 0.16 
0.10 0.07 
0.03 0.01 
To estimate EAL's, it is recommended that vehicle weight and classifi-
cation data be used directly. Hm•ever if such data are unavailable, a reason-
bly accurate estimate may be made by obtaining the product of the average 
ADT, the equivalency coefficient, the number of years, and 365. The signifi·-
cance of this work is embodied in use of the equivalency coefficient and the 
ability to consider local conditions only in terms of the high<?ay class. 
CONCLUDING REl·!ARKS 
Other organizations (22--2!,.) have also sought appropriate means for 
estimating EVJL' s for pavement-design purposes. In addition, still others 
(~,§ have been concerned <?ith related aspects of the problem--including 
sampling procedures, methods for obtaining measurements, and so forth. 
Apparently, ho<?ever, there has been very little in-·depth study of the various 
effects of local conditions on the pertinent traffic parameters. For example, 
the effects of time and such a crucial variable as the maximum allmmble gross 
"eight have genGrally remained unkno•·m. It is primarily to this problem that 
the current study is directed. 
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PROPOSED HETHODOLOG'\ 
During the search for a responsive procedure for predicting EVIL's for 
pavement-design purposes, it was necessary to investigate whether the method--
ology currently used in Kentucky is sufficiently responsive to both present and 
future requirements of the design problem. The follmving criteria were 
established to enable a proper assessment of both current and possible alternate 
methodologies: 
1. The method must be simple to apply to design situations. It was felt 
that any refinements requiring laborious and time·-·consuming computations would 
be unacceptable to the designer unless significant improvements in accuracy 
could be realized. 
2. If a new methodology is proposed, it must be reasonably simple and 
straightfor~<ard in its development. 
3. Full use must be made of all available, relevant data. 
4. The methodology should be rational, or at least intuitively 
appealing, and should lend insight as to the basic relationships entering the 
design computations. 
5. The methodology should yield sufficiently accurate estimates of 
design EVIL's. 
6. The methodology should maximize the amount of valid data useful for 
other than pavement-design purposes. 
7. The methodology should be adaptable to possible future considerations 
of lane and directional distributions. 
8. The methodology should be sufficiently general so as to permit use 
of any chosen set of equivalency factors and to permit separate identification 
of single and tandem axles. 
9. The methodology must be structured so that the effects of local 
conditions may be properly evaluated. 
A review of Kentucky's current method led to the conclusion that it 
generally satisfied most of the above criteria or, ~<ith some modifications, 
could satisfy most of them. However, certain deficiencies \vere noted which 
made attractive the consideration of possible alternatives. In the first 
place, Kentucky's procedure uses the load distribution of truck axles ~<hich, 
as has been mentioned previously, is dependent on both vehicle classification 
and ~<eight data. This means that ,,eight data is meaningless in itself ~<ithout 
corresponding classification counts. At first glance, this poses no signifi-
cant problems since the procedures could be modified to use the axleload 
distributions of the various vehicle types. Hm•ever, the axle load distributions 
are difficult to manipulate statistically and a much simpler method \>lould be 
to collapse the relevant information into a single measure such as unit EVIL's. 
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The average number of axles per truck is a variable related only to the 
percentages of the various vehicle types in the traffic stream. This manner 
of viewing these percentages seems to cloud the basic relationships which are 
contributing to the changing traffic stream. A some'\·7hat arbitrary 1 additive 
correction factor (Table 3), applied to adjust for changing basic conditions 
with time, is not intuitively appealing and lends little insight into the 
mechanisms at 11ork ~tdthin the changing system. 
Furthermore, the variable, percent truck~s, has been examined in some 
detail and has been found to be relatively insensitive to local conditions and, 
therefore, rather difficult to predict. For example, percent trucks, though 
extremely variable from year to year, does not seem to demon.::.Jtrate. s:Lgnifi~­
cant trends 'I:·Vith time. Ho"tvever, the percent of indiv:Lclual truck types are 
greatly dependent upon year. It "as felt, therefore, that benefits would be 
realized by predicting the percentage of each vehicle type. This would 
provide a built--in checking procedure1 as \vell as additional information to 
those concerned with the composition of the traffic stream on a designated 
route. 
Finally, Kentucky considers only truck traffic in its analysis. At the 
same time, ;;veight data obtained from loadometer stations indicate that some 
two-axle, four·-tired, freight vehicles have axles v1eighing in excess of 9, 000 
pounds and, therefore, contribute to the accumulation of EWL's. Furthermore, 
some buses also have a destructive effect on pavement performance. If non-zero 
equivalency factors for single axle loads under 9,000 pounds are used, the 
effects of these omissions are some\vhat magnified. 
A semi--theoretical approach of the type alludecl to by Larson (25) was 
first suggested as an alternate to the Kentucky procedure. Such an approach 
would be based on postulations of intercity interactions (27) extended to 
encompass the necessary range of vehicle types. While suchan approach is 
intuitively appealing, development of the procedures and characterization of 
the system seemed to be rather monumental tasks. This is further complicated 
by the fact that a significant portion of the traffic in Kentucky is generated 
from terminals alien to Kentucky. The necessary resources for such an effort 
were not available and significant advantages over less tedious procedures 
were not assured. 
It was decided, therefore, to adopt an empirical approach which relied on 
the correlation of significant parameters of the traffic stream '"ith those 
local conditions of potential importance which could be identified and evaluated 
rather easily~ Gross measures) such as the equivalency coefficient of 
Ulbricht, \?ere rejected primarily on the basis that much significant data would 
be lost, the basic relationships entering the design computations vwuld be 
obscured, and it "ould be difficult to account at some future time for lane and 
directional distributions. Significant parameters of the traffic stream chosen 
to be evaluated were the percentages of the various vehicle types and their 
average unit EVJL 1 s. After these characteristics were predicted for a design 
situation, the design EWL's were computed as follows: 
Design EHL's = ~~ 365(ADTj)(P1 )(Di)(Li)(UEHLi) 
Jl 
1The sum of the percentages would have to equal 100 percent. 
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(1) 
"here j = the jth year, 
i = the ith vehicle type, 
ADTj = the average daily traffic in the j th year, 
Pi = the predicted percentage of the total traffic stream which is 
of vehicle type i, 
Di = the annual average percentage of type i vehicles which travel 
in the critical direction, 
Li = the annual average percentage of type i vehicles traveling in 
the critical direction in the design lane, and 
UEWLi = the predicted average unit El-IL 1 s for vehicle type i. 
The design EWL 1 s predicted from Equation 1 represent the predicted 
accumulations of EWL 1 s in the design lane. This equation can be simplified 
somewhat when it is possible to predict an average or effective ADT during the 
design period and when the basis for design is the total accumulation of EHL
1 s 
in both directions and all lanes. Equation 1 then reduces to 
Design EWL 1 s = 365 (N) (ADTeff) ~ (Pi) (UEWLi) 
~ 
where N = the design period in years and 
(2) 
ADTeff = the average or effective ADT during the design period. 
Equation 2 provides valid estimates for use 1;ith Kentucky 
1 s current flexible 
pavement-design procedure. 
The proposed methodology, which is embodied in Equations 1 and 2, is 
found to reasonably satisfy the previously enumerated criteria. It is simple 
both in development and application. Full use can be made of all relevant 
data since unit EWL 1 s need only be derived from weight data and the percentages 
of the vehicle types from classification data. While maximum use iR made of 
classification information, some information is lost 't'lhen unit EHL's are 
substituted for axleload distributions. This problem is partially allevi.ated 
herein by the subsequent presentation of unit E\-IL 1 s computed by Kentucky 
1 s 
procedure, by AASH0 1 s procedure, and by a modified AASHO procedure ,;hich is 
explained subsequently. Local conditions enter the analysi.s in the determina-·· 
tion of the traffic parameters of interest--namely, the vehicle percentages 
and the unit EWL 1 s. 
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LOCAL CONDITIONS 
Having thus established the proposed methodololjy and idE~ntified the 
traffic. parameters of interest, j_t ~-Jas then necessary to identj_fy those local 
conditions thought to be significantly related to the composition of the traffic 
stream and to the w·eights of the vehicles includc•.cl therein. The process used in 
this identification 1.-1as largely intuitive since at this stage the available data 
were. not in p·roper format for analysis~ 
Several rather gene:c-al gu:LJelines \.qere available to aid in this selection. 
Any apparently relevant local condition would have to be amenable to analysis ~-~-­
that is, it Hould be necessary to be able to classify each condition both to 
enable the analysis of past data and to enable subsequent predictions. Further-
more, some rationale 'i,vould have to be formulated to t8ntatively substantiate 
the relationships betwe.en the traffi.c parameters and the local condition. It 
1:.vas soon recognized that m<:my of the. relevant conditions could not be treated 
as continuous variables but \.VouJ.d have. to be treated as classification sets to 
'vhich an integer number ':Vould be associated for data··~proc:essing purposes. 
Finally, it ~vould be desirable to exclude from the set of loc.al conditions any 
predictive characteristics of the traffic stream itself except ADT. 
The set of local conditions chosen for analysis is shmm in Table 7, which 
also gives information re.lative to the coding scheme. The data bank code is 
the code found on the basic data records" The. second code. is a transformed code 
used to facilitate the analyses reported he.rein. For convenience, all local con-
ditions hav·e. been treated a.s classification sets and nont~ as continuous vari-
ables. 
1. Road type. The road--type category was originally intended to provide 
an indication of the percr:m.tag>:?: of through vehicles -"- most notably, through 
trucks ~-- in the traffJ..c. stream. As such it l;Vas felt to be indicative of the 
local-- or through-senric.e nature of the route. It war> felt that the. vehicle 
weight and composition characteristics 9ould greatly depend or1 sueh a classifi-
cation. However, diffi.cu.lt1.c:!.s ~ver-e soon apparent. in attempting to devise a 
coding scheme \<hich could, ~Jithi.n a r<easonable time frame, be applied for all 
data obtained within the study period (1950··,.1966), Accordi.ngly, a eompromise 
scheme ;;""as adopted \¥h1ch clnssi.fied the route hy the ma.nner :Ln ~~1hic.h it was 
numbered, 
2o Di.rect:Lon .. K.E!".ntucky is geog1.·apb.J..ca.lly situatec1 so that. the bulk_ of 
interstate truc.k t·~:affic travels on prJ_marily north .... south routes. It Has felt, 
therefore, that the. princ..i.pal direction of a high-·-type facility ml.gh t be a 
significant factor in cletenntning the type. of traffic traveling thereon. 
Accordingly, each r·oute 1,ras classified as to its predominant direction. As an 
aid in making this a.ssessme.nt, terndnal or quasi--terminal potnts were selected 
and a decision made. as to whether north-south or east~~vn~st trn.ffic would mak.e 
major use of the route. D:i.st.a.nee.s separating the quasi-terminal points were 
extended as the ad jugee! importance. of the route incr.,ased,. The potential 
significance of route direction was felt to greatly d:lmlnish as the local-
service nature of the route i.n.crea.sed,. 
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Local 
Condition 
Road 
Type 
Direction 
Alternate 
Route 
Service 
Provided 
Volume 
(ADT) 
Data 
Bank 
Code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
None 
None 
l~one 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
TABLE 7 
CODIFICATION OF LOCAL CONDITIONS 
Code for 
Subsequently 
Reported 
Analyses 
1 
2 
3 
None 
4 
None 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
I, 
5 
6 
7 
8 
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Description 
Interstate-numbered rural 
US-numbered rural 
KY-numbered rural 
Toll rural 
Other rural 
Urban 
North-South 
East-vlest 
Alternate route is inferior 
No alternate or alternate of 
same quality 
Alternate route is superior 
Primarily provides service to 
major recreational activities 
Provides significant service to 
major recreational activities 
Provides some service to 
recreational activities 
Ordinary 
Provides some service to minins 
activities 
Provides significant service to 
major mining activities 
Primarily provides service to 
major mining activities 
Provides more than ordinary 
service to industrial activities 
Primarily provides service to 
major concentrations of industrial 
activities 
0-499 
500-999 
1000-1999 
2000-2999 
3000-3999 
4000-5999 
6000-7999 
8000-9999 
Local 
Condition 
Volume 
(Cant' d.) 
Haximum 
Allowable 
Gross 
Weight 
Geographical 
Area 
Year 
Season 
Data 
Bank 
Code 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
1 
2 
3 
4 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
TABLE 7 (Cont'd.) 
Code for 
Sebsequently 
Reported 
Analyses 
9 
10 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
None 
Description 
10 ,000-·lJ '999 
14,000 or more 
30,000 lbs 
42,000 lbs 
59,640 lbs 
7J, 280 1bs 
Hestern Kentucky (Highway 
Districts 1 and 2) 
South Central Kentucky (Higlw;ray 
Districts 3, 1;, and 8) 
North Central Kentucky (HighHay 
Districts 5, 6, and 7) 
Eastern Kentucky (High;;1ay 
Districts 9, 10, 11, and 12) 
1950~1951 
1952·-1953 
1954--1955 
1956--1957 
1958~1959 
1960--1961 
1962-1963 
1964~1965 
1966 
Winter (Jan - Har) 
Spring (Apr - June) 
Sunnuer (July - Sept) 
Fall (Oct - Dec) 
Annual average for all seasons 
3. Alternate route. The significance of alternate routes became. 
appar.ent when traffic parameters on certain routes were studied during a time 
period in which alternate routes having superior geometric design standards 
were opened to traffic. It was apparent that, if an alternate route is avail-
able, through truck traffic tends to become channelized on that route offering 
the superior service. As an aid toward the classification of particular 
locations in this regard, the quasi-terminal-point approach was found to be 
particularly useful. As the importance of the route increased, it was neces-
sary to extend the parallel band within which possible alternate routes were 
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considered. While three different codes were chosen to represent this local 
condition, it was felt that codes 1 and 2 would yield similar results and that 
only code 3 would be significantly different. 
4. Service provided. A large number of routes in Kentucky provide service 
to areas in which rather unusual activities take place in terms of the types of 
traffic generated. • Nost notable among these are those mining areas of the 
Commonwealth in which the bulk of coal is carried over some segment of·the high-
way system. In fact, inability of current EWL-prediction procedures to ade-
quately treat this important factor was responsible in part for initiation of 
the current study. It was decided, therefore, to classify each route according 
to the major activities which it serviced. These activities were classified 
as recreational, ordinary, mining, and industrial. Nining activities include 
not only coal mining but also aggregate production and processing. A distinc-
tion had to be made between the western and eastern coal-producing regions since 
much of the coal produced in the western region is transported directly from the 
mines by rail. As an aid to the classification of routes according to service 
provided, locations of coal mines, aggregate quarries, and recreational areas 
were carefully pinpointed. 
5. Volume. Traffic volume has long been associated with other signifi-
cant parameters of the traffic stream. \Vhile the expressed intent of this study 
was to exclude from the set of local conditions any predictive characteristics of 
traffic, volume was thought to be of such importance that it had to be included. 
An appropriate measure of volume is the ADT. This seemed not only a logical 
but also an expedient choice since ADT must be independently projected as a part 
of the proposed methodology. 
6. Naximum allowable gross weight. Kentucky has had four different 
maximum allm;able gross weights during the study period. Even now, different 
highways are assigned different maximum allowable gross '''eights to reflect 
their varying structural capabilities. Composition of the traffic stream is 
greatly affected by maximum allowable gross ,;eight. As this all01<able weight 
increases, percentages of the larger combinations tend to increase ~vhile 
percentages of the smaller combinations te11d to decrease. It was felt that 
much of the variability which has been attributed to a time factor is in reality 
a reflection of the changing maximum allowable gross weights. Haps classifying 
the highway system into trucking categories were extremely useful in codifying 
historical data in this regard. 
7. Geographical area. It was assumed, somm<hat arbitrarily, that 
different geographical areas of the Common"ealth might exhibit somewhat different 
traffic patterns. This could not be considered as a very basic determinant of 
traffic characteristics but must be considered as one which, if omitted, could 
possibly lead to distortions of the predictions. Accordingly, four 
geographical areas "ere delineated based on intuitive considerations of the 
nature of the areas. The delineations were made to coincide with the boundaries 
of current administrative highway districts in order to facilitate their use 
in the predictive process. Figure 2 depicts the boundaries of these four 
areas. 
3. Year. Past procedures have considered year as a major independent 
variable in the analysis and have relied on the application of annual correction 
factors to the various traffic parameters. It was felt that the apparent effects 
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of year might be greatly diminished if proper consideration could be afforded to 
other conditions such as maximum allowable gross 1;eigh t. Ho1vever, year was 
still retained as a possibly significant variable affecting pertinent traffic 
parameters. Year was progressively coded so that the beginning of the study 
period was given a code of 1 and the end a code of 9. Subsequent investigation 
has suggested the possibility that the effects of time might better have been 
expressed as that interval following a change in maximum allowable gross weight. 
9. Season. Season is kno1;n to have a significant effect on the composi-
tion of the traffic stream. For example, on rural routes serving normal 
traffic, percent trucks is lowest during the summer and largest during the 
winter. Since annual averages are required for predictive purposes, it might 
be reasoned that season should not be included as a part of the predictive 
procedure. However, since the correlations of traffic parameters with local 
conditions must be based on historical data and since such data are not neces-
sarily representative of the annual average conditions, season must be consider-
ed as a separate part of the analysis. 
The above nine items represent that set of local conditions which was 
chosen for correlation with the significant traffic parameters, unit EHL' s and 
percentages of the various vehicle types. \~1ile other local conditions may be 
equally as significant, they simply have not been identified in this study as 
being of importance in Kentucky. Data '"hich indicate the actual relative 
significance of these conditions are presented in the follm;ing sections. The 
relative importance of each local condition varies according to the parameter 
which is being evaluated. 
Legend 
Geographical Highway 
Area District 
1 1,2 
2 ),4,8 
3 5,6, 7 
4 9,10,11,12 
' ' .,, 
I\..\.\ j' 
Vr~<t ... :· ..,\~)··" .. - ~~ 
,.,,l ~~::: ...... p 
:fl:f:"0,_.,_ . - c~) r f. N N f. S S F. 1-: 
Figure 2. Four Geographical Areas. 
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DATA ACQUISITION />J'!D ASSIHILATION 
The proposed methodology not only enabled but also required separate 
evaluations of vehicle classification and weight data. This requirement greatly 
expanded the extent of available data on which the analysis vms based. It also 
required an extensive and prolonged search through existing d,cJ.ta files. \,Jllile 
much assistance in this endeavor <~as rendered by personnel of the Division of 
Planning, significant efforts were directed to the identification of data 
sources and the transformation of available data into formats amenable to 
analysis by computer. 
APPLICABLE SURVEYS 
Loadometer Surveys 
The Division of Planning has operated loadometer stations throughout the 
Coro.mom•ealth since 191,2 (28). Locati.ons of these stations were revised in 
1950, at <<hich time ten permanent stations were established. Since 1950, 
station locations have been changed periodically to reflr!ct changing needs and 
travel patterns; none of the original stations is currently in operation. In 
1966, ten loadometer stations "'ere operated on rural primary highways and two 
on urban facilities (29). The permanent loadometer stations have ah1ays been 
located on the highervolume and more important routes. 
Both vehicle classification and weight data are available from the load-
meter stations. In general, four 24-hour classification counts are taken 
annually at each station, one during each season. \Jeight data are generally 
taken only once a year during the sunmter months. The scales are usually oper-
ated at each station for 16 hours. During this period, they are alternated 
between the two directions every two hours yielding a total of eight hours of 
operation in each direction. All freight vehicles including two,-axle, four·-
tired vehicles are sampled for weighing in approximately the same proportions 
as they exist in the total traffic stream. 
Special Height Surveys 
During the spring and summer months of 1957 and 1964, special vehicle 
weighing operations were conducted at many locations throughout the Commonwealth. 
These locations were chosen primarily to extend coverage to low-volume, secon-
dary routes for which virtually no weight data had been other.,;,ise obtained. 
Vehicle classification counts were conducted in conjunction with the <vei.ghing 
operations. These special weight surveys provide the bulk of weight data available 
for low-volume facilities. 
Toll Roads 
Extensive records are kept concerning the types and numbers of vehicles 
using the toll facilites in Kentucky. Of use to a study such as this would be 
information concerning the percentages of the various vehicle types using the 
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facilities. Unfortunately, vehicle types are identified solely with respect 
to the number of axles per vehicle. It is thus impossible to distinguish, 
for example, between single--unit and combination three-axle trucks. Since 
this method was not directly compatible with the vehicle-classification scheme 
adopted for this study, no toll records have been analyzed, 
Other Classification Studies 
Additional vehicle classification data are available from the ATR 
stations, from special classification surveys, and from origin-and--destination 
(O&D) studies. Data prior to 1950 were not suitable for evaluation, hm;ever, 
since trucks '"ere classified only in three categories light, medium, or heavy 
(28). All available classification data obtained since 1950 have been included 
ii1the basic data bank. 
DATA SOURCES 
Hhile suitable data \vere available from these various studies, they had 
not generally been summarized in a form amenable to analysis. The vehicle 
\Veight and classification data obtained from the permanent loadometer stations 
had generally been published in report or tabular form (29). Houever, the 
weight data had not been reported by individual station and, therefore, "'ere 
useless for a detailed study of the effects of local conditions. Other 
published data (2_, 10, 28) were like·VIise deficient. 
Fortunately, all weight data obtained from the permanent loadometer 
stations after 1949 had been placed on punched cards. Each card contained 
information concerning the axle •weights of one vehicle. These original cards 
became the primary source of available weight data. 
Vehicle classification data in sUimnarized form were virtually non---existent 
except for those data taken at the permanent loadometer stations and reported 
in the \v-tables of the vehicle-weight--and-classification-study reports. The 
bulk of classification data were obtained through a manual search of available 
files of the Division of Planning. 
The study period was chosen to include the years of 1950 through 1966, 
It is recalled that, for prior years, the weight data were not available on 
punched cards and that the classification data were not in proper form. 
DATA FOIDIAT 
With the exception of toll-·road data, all available vehicle classification 
and weight data obtained from all sources during the study period have been 
assembled as a part of this study. The resulting data set includes both 
rural and urban data even through the urban data has yet to be analyzed. 
Station Locations 
Each location at which data were obtained was assigned a specific station 
number. Rather extensive efforts were made to assure that each location was 
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assigned only one number even though surveys may have been taken at that 
location for different purposes and at different times, To assure consistency 
in the numbering scheme, all past numbers which had been assigned to specific 
locations were discarded. The stations were then assigned word descriptions 
as illustrated by Figure 3. Reasonable efforts were made to assure consistency 
in the descriptions among the many station locations. 
Indexes 
Two indexes have been provided to assist in the identification and loca-
tion of relevant vehicle classification data. The first of these is an index 
by route which lists the station numbers located on a specific route. Figure 
4 illustrates this type of index. The second type of index, >1hich is illus-
trated by Figure 5, enables the identification of those particular locations 
within each county at which classification data have been obtained and summa-
rized. 
NEW OLD 
STA ST J. 
NUM NUJOi 
L 4 
--
2 l_ 10 
3 L 27 
• l 31 
5 L 40 
' L 41 
7 L 42 
8 L 43 
9 L 44 
10 L 45 
ll L 4b 
12 L 47 
13 L 48 
H I ~g 
15 L 50 
I b I 51 
17 L 52 
18 I !:i3 
19 L 54 
2!.1 I 55 
21 L 'lb 
---
Figure 
DESCRIPTIONS OF STATI'ON LOCAl'IONS 
US27 AI ~CIENCE HILL IN PULASKi CO 
US60- JUST E OF MOREHEAO AND W OF KY32 IN ROWAN,CO 
US60 JUST W OF JCT OlD US41 
US4t 2~0 Ml S OF HOPKINS CO 
USbO JUST E OF JCT K~~ AT 
IN HENDERSON CO 
~IIi' 
:_ ~~ ~lj~ISJIAN CO 
pefftrNA ::IN S HEL B~O 
~/".-
US31W APPRQX s. o ~tf?~s OF"'iR-A'JIJ:Kll N 1 N SI-M.Psfi~Y co 
''~;,~:,~ ' ' . 
US25 AT liLY IN 'b'.U.R Et CO 
US25 APPRDX o.'i'S-i~l N OF- GE0RSt-rmm'tCCIN. SCOT-~·'"'7£-~ 
US27 API>ROx' 3-.;0 Ml S. OF ALE'XANDRU lN CAMPBELL ijf::_~ 
.·' ' ' 
US42 JUST W Of "'ARSAW IN GALLATIN CO 
(\""'' 
US5l 2.4 MI I'Lof:: .FUlTON CL AND 0.5 Ml S OF JCT KY94 IN FULTON CO 
US41 AT NCL OF.MOPKINSVIltE IN CHRISTIAN CO . 
US31W 3.0 Ml S OF ELIZABETHTOWN AND APPROX 1.0 HI 5 OF JCT KY61 IN 
ll$42 0 25 MI W Qf !Cr KY55 AND APpBOX z,g 111 W Of CARBO! I TON C! IN 
CARROlL CO 
JCT KY22 AND APPROX 1.1 Ml S OF FALMOUTH IN 
US&O !.0 MI f !lE .JCT KY32 ANQ APPROX 2.5 Ml E OF MOREHEAQ Cl IN 
ROWAN CO 
N tJF LONDON Cl ON SPUR OLD US25 l~O Ml N OF JCT KY80 
·a 
lJSJ7 4.9 M! N OF WHITLEy C!fY C! AND l,O M! S Of KYI045 IN 
MCCREARY CO 
165 RTWN INTERCHANGES AT KY222 AND KY61 APPROX 2~0 Ml S OF 
E! !ZABETHTOWN IN HARDIN CO 
1&4 BIWN INTERCHANGES AT KY53 AND KY395 APPROX 4a0 Ml E OF 
SHELBYVILLE IN SHELBY CO 
175 1.2 Ml N OF DELAPLAIN INTERCHANGE AND S OF JCT KY620 AND b.Z 
M I N Of GEORGETOWN IN SCOTT CO 
3. Example of Station-Location Descriptions. 
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Figure 4. Example of lnrlex by Route. 
JOO 101 I!J:Z lQ l 104 105 106 107 108 '" 
22 123 443 
L__l.ll 
?9 13S 13b I:U !3B ll2 l~ll HI I!!:Z l!d IH l!t:i 1!1:6 
148 '" 150 151 152 '" 154 "' , .. 
,. "' 158 "' 100 
,., 
" 
,., ,., 104 '" ''" 107 
lOB '" 170 171 172 417 
., 
-·------
47 uo "' 114 175 l7b 117 "' '" "' "' 162 
18) 
Figure 5. Example of Index by County. 
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Codes 
Numerous codes are used to identify and describe the assimilated data. 
Table 7, >Ihich has been presented previously, describes the codes used to 
classify local conditions of each station at >1hich classification or >Ieight 
data had been obtained. In addition, use was made of codes to describe other 
relevant information and variables. These codes are summarized in Tables 8 
and 9. 
Data 
Variable Bank 
Code 
1 
2 
Source 3 
4 
5 
6 
Classification 1 
Data 
Availability 2 
Loadometer 1 
Data 
Availability 2 
1 
2 
3 
I; 
5 
6 
Vehicle 7 
Types 10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
TABLE 8 
CODIFICATION OF VARIABLES 
OTHER THAN LOCAL CONDITIONS 
Code for 
Subsequently 
Reported 
Analyses 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
1 
None 
None 
2 
None 
None 
3 
4 
5 
None 
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Description 
Permanent loadometer station 
0 & D survey 
Special weight survey 
Toll records 
ATR classification surveys 
Special classification surveys 
Corresponding classification 
data are available 
Corresponding classification 
data are not available 
Corre.sponding ~ve:i.gh t data are 
available 
Corresponding ~ve.ight data are 
not available 
Unclassified vehtcles 
Passenger cars (in··state) 
Passenger cars (out-of··state) 
All passe.nger cars 
Buses (school) 
Buses (other) 
All Buses 
SU-2A-I;T (less than 1 1/2 ton) 
SU-2A-4T (greater than 1 1/2 
ton) 
All SU-2A-4T 
SU-2A-6T 
SU-3A 
SU-4A (or more) 
TABLE 8 (Cont'd.) 
Data Code for 
Variable Bank Subsequently Description 
Code Reported 
Analyses 
20 6 C-3A 
21 None C-4A (2A Trac., 2A Tlr.) 
Vehicle 22 None C-4A (3A Trac., lA Tlr.) 
Types 23 7 All C-4A 
(Cont 'd.) 24 None C-5A (3A Trac., 2A Tlr.) 
25 None G-SA (2A Trac., 3A Tlr.) 
26 8 All G-SA 
27 9 C-6A (or more) 
1 None Single empty 
2 None Single loaded 
3 None All singles 
4 None Bi-tandem empty 
5 None Bi··tandem loaded 
Axle 6 None All bi,·tandems 
Type 7 None Tri·-tandem empty 
8 None Tri·-tandem loaded 
9 None All tri-tandems 
10 None All axles (empty) 
ll None All axles (loaded) 
12 None All axles (total) 
Data 1 None Partial count 
Limitation 2 None Partial count, location 
uncertain 
3 None Location uncertain 
The source code provided a means for identifying the type of survey used 
to obtain the data. The classification-data-availability and loadometer·-data-
availability codes were used to correlate the tHo types of data. The vehicle-
type codes Here established so that codes from 1 to 9 represent passenger 
vehicles, 10 to 19 represent single-unit trucks, and 20 to 29 represent truck··· 
semitrailer combinations. These codes Here selected in order to provide 
maximum flexibility for possible future use. Experience accumulated during the 
study, however, dictated a reduction in the number of significant vehicle types 
to eight for purposes of analysis. 
The axle-type code distinguished the type of axle and the condition of 
the vehicle, that is, empty or loaded. The "all axles" categories treat all 
axles as if they are single axles. The da ta-limi ta tion code tv as used to 
identify those data obtained from other than 24-hour surveys and/or stations 
Hhose locations are uncertain. Finally, it was desirable to codify certain 
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TABLE 9 
WEIGHT-CATEGORY CODES 
Axleload Interval (kips) 
Code Single Axles Bi-Tandem A..'des Tri--Tandem Axles 
1 0-7 0-14 0-··21 
2 7-9 14-18 21-27 
3 9-11 18-22 27-33 
4 11-13 22·-26 33-39 
5 13-15 26-30 39-45 
6 15-17 30·-34 45-51 
7 17-19 34-38 51·-57 
8 19-21 38-42 57--63 
9 21-23 42-·46 63-69 
10 23-25 46-50 69-75 
11 25-27 50-54 75-81 
12 27·-29 54-58 81-87 
13 29-100 58-100 87-100 
standard axleload intervals. The codes chosen to accomplish this are shown 
in Table 9. 
Classification Data 
The classification data were placed on punched cards tvith one card sununa-
rizing the results of each count. Figure 6 illustrates the format of the basic 
data cards, Note that for urban stations (road type 6) most of the local con-
ditions have not been codified. Note also that for partial counts two additional 
numbers are given. The first represents the length of the count, in hours, and 
the second represents the hour the count was begun. The daily traffic is the 
total number of vehicles that <;ere counted. 
While the format illustrated by Figure 6 is useful for storing all of the 
relevant data, it was rather inconvenient for data processing purposes~ There·-
fore the data set tvas purged of um;ranted data and reproduced on punched cards 
as shmm in Figure 7, The local-condition codes shmm in Figure 7 are those 
used for purposes of analysis. 
Height Data 
The summarized weight data were placed on magnetic tape for convenient 
storage and processing. Data for each weighing operation were stored on 96 
sequential records. One record was required for each combination of eight 
vehicle types tvhich were weighed, and the 12 axle types. Figure 8 illustrates 
the 96 records for one particular operation. The percentages shm;rr1 represent 
integer tenths of a percent. Thus the number 1000 represents 100 percent. The 
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Figure 6. Example of Basic Classification Data. 
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78.727 1.144 10.827 6.424 0 .. 705 1.716 0.,400 0.057 o .. o 
67.156 1.910 14 .. 328 TL.854 1.151----2 .. 572 0<.931 0 .. 098 0 .. 0 
66.271 2.661 14.815 11.255 0.791 3.812 0.396 o .. o o.o 
69.560 1 .. 218 15 .. 104 9.S96 0 .. 201 2.979 0 .. 881 0.155 o .. o 
76.286 o.367 12.2it<:r 1.11a o .. 44C 2 .. 401 o.955 o.122 o.o 
73 .. 214~60 IL45o 9.8"62- o.334 4.325 o~-2-7'2'- o .. o84 o .. o 
72.661 0.613 9 .. 219 12.443 0 .. 396 3.976 0 .. 633 0.059 o.o 
75.627~4- 9 .. 078 9 .. f57-- 0 .. 257 4el44 0 .. 3-55 0 .. 217 o .. o 
77.227 0 .. 569 8 .. 891 8.891 0 .. 368 3 .. 717 ··0":251 0.084 o .. o 
83 .. 221 0.,580 5.719 6.784 0.324 3.062-0 .. 270 0.040 o .. o 
75.643~40 8.388 10.708 0.303 3 .. 799 0 .. 420 o.o o.o 
74 .. 833~2510-.097 9 .. 0~-0.205 4 .. 3'57 0 .. 359 0 .. 068 o .. o 
74.275 0 .. 884 8 .. 911 10.661 0 .. 477 4.208 0 .. 442 0 .. 141 o .. o 
78.001 0.412 7.745 9 .. 218 0.269 3~627 0 .. 538 0 .. 190 o.o 
76.278-0 .. 871 8 .. 033. 8..-934 0 .. 222 3 .. 219 0~354 0 .. 089 o .. o 
76.35/ 1 .. 188 8.21/ 8 .. 880 0 .. 621 4 .. 111 0 .. 548 0 .. 018 o .. o 
75e9ll· 1 .. 229 9e099 8o140 Oe480 4'0617 0,.495 0.0-30 O,.Q 
80.138 0.859 8.573 --7.008 0 .. 277 2. .. 701 0 .. 443 o.o o.o 
Figure 7. Example of ;roditieJ Classification Data. 
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"number of axles" represents the number of axles actually weighed. 
The basic information summarized in Figure 8 is the axleload distribu-
tions by vehicle and axle types. Subsequent to the decision to treat the weight 
data in terms of unit EVIL's, the basic data •vere transformed as illustrated in 
Figure 9. Figure 9 shows the data format as used herein for purposes of 
analysis. 
EXTENT OF AVAILABLE DATA 
It should be emphasized that, with one exception, all vehicle classifica·· 
tion and 'veight data known to be available for the 17-year study period have been 
incorporated into the data ban!;;. The one exception is the vehicle-classification 
data obtainable from toll-road records. 
Classification data were available from approximately 730 different rural 
locations. A total of 1871 counts were taken at these locations and approxi-
mately 6,100,000 vehicles were counted. The number of different rural loca-
tions at which vehicles were weighed is 51. The total number of vehicles 
weighed at these locations was approximately 69,000. 
UNIT EWLS 
-
R 0 A S V M H Y S VEH KENTUCKY AASHO, MODIFIED NUMBER 
I I B f G G Q B E nee EWll~Et:l EWI lYEti US~D OE 
R w A EWl/VEH AXLES 
2J31t3~393 1 ] .. 95f20 0.2080 0 2220 2A 
2 1 3 4 3 4 3 9 3 8 2.3400 0.1703 0.2459 15 
Z I ~ ~ 3 ~ 3 2 3 2 c.c 
2 2 1 5 6 4 4 9 3 3 o.o 0,0040 0.0040 54 
2 2 1 5 b ~ ~ 2 3 !t 2.0020 Q~]58{t Q.,J58!t ] 58 
2 2 1 5 6 4 4 9 3 5 5.6610 0.3470 0.5079 27 
2 2 I 5 6 ~ ~ 9 3 b 2.!!600 0.2t20l 0 2!t01 5!t 
2 2 l 5 6 4 4 9 3 7 9.3360 0.6!>35 0. 7517 136 
z 2 l ~ g ~ ~ 2 3 B 9.3850 o.5!t52 o.ao~a 320 
2 2 1 5 6 4 4 9 3 9 o.o o.o o.o 0 
2 1 2 3 9 ~ ~ 2 3 3 a.o 0.0056 0 0056 3ft 
2 1 2 3 9 4 4 9 3 4 5,2340 0.2723 0.2723 292 
2 1 2 3 2 1 ~ 2 3 5 2!!.6120 O .. blliL 0.9992 63 
2 1 2 3 9 4 4 9 3 6 B. 7750 0.6668 0.6668 7e 
Z L Z 3 2 ~ ~ 9 ~ 1 23a26QQ 1.0:6!t:9 ] a331:Z 3!tb 
2 1 2 3 9 4 4 9 3 8 32.0150 1.1882 1.9208 630 
2 1 2 J 2 ~ ~ 2 3 9 
2 1 2 3 4 4 2 9 3 3 o.o 0.0040 0.0040 60 
2123~~223 !t 2.1:500 Q.] 623 -"B. 
2 1 2 3 4 4 2 9 3 5 89.2439 0.5923 1.7203 9 
z & z ~ !t !t £ 9 3 6 2oBB2Q Q.2212 0.5212 21 
2 1 2 3 4 4 2 9 3 7 19.7600 0,8838 1.1994 104 
2 1 2 3 4 4 z 9 3 a ~1.1220 1.1U!t0 2 •· 5!t6 B' 33Q 
2 1 2 3 4 4 2 9 3 9 o.o o.o o.o 0 
l 1 2 !t 1 !t 2 9 , 3 Q,Q Q.QQ~Q Q .OO!tO 3!t 
1 1 2 4 7 4 2 9 3 4 1.8380 0.1467 0.1467 186 
1 l 2 4 7 4 2 9 3 5 2.6j60 0.1192 0.232.e. 
1 1 2 4 7 4 2 9 ? 6 7.7940 0.5816 0.5816 204 
l l 2 4 7 4 2 9 3 1 1o.nzo 0.6121 0.7803 800 
1 1 2 4 7 4 2 9 3 8 13.1700 0.7154 1.0674 2245 
Figure 9. Exar.rple of !1odified \,1eight Data. 
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S~U<RY OF AVAILABLE DATA 
The extensive data compilations of this study presented the unique opport-
unity for obtaining summary statistics of traffic parameters used in estimating 
E\>IL's. Such statistics are presented herein for both those parameters currently 
used in Kentucky and those proposed for future use. 
SUHMARY OF PARAHETERS USED IN PRESENT HETI!OD 
The current EWL-prediction procedure requires evaluation of the following 
traffic parameters: (1) ADT, (2) the average percent trucks, (3) the average 
number of axles per truck, and (4) the average axleload distribution. One of 
the difficulties that has been encountered in making E\>/1 estimates in the past 
has been the lack of a detailed summary of these parameters over a sufficiently 
long span of time. l>ith the exception of ADT, the data assembled as a part of 
this study made possible the compilation of such a summary. 
The parameters which are summarized include: (1) the average percent 
trucks, (2) the average number of axles per truck, (3) the average axleload 
distribution, (4) the average EWL 1 s per 1,000 vehicles, and (5) the average 
E\>/1 1 s per 1,000 trucks. Weighted averages of these parameters were computed 
as a function of year, traffic volume, and geographical area. These three 
variables were chosen as a basis for the grouping since (1) they have historical 
significanci (10), (2) they are known to influence the magnitudes of the 
parameters, and (3) they are easily evaluated, The averages were weighted 
according to the number of vehicles counted at each location. Thus if 12 percent 
trucks was observed at a location where the 24-hour count was 3,000 vehicles and 
18 percent trucks where the corresponding count v7ns 6,000 vehicles, the weighted 
average o<ould be 16 percent trucks. 
Appendix A shm;s the average percent trucks and the average number of 
axles per truck as a function of year, traffic volume, and geographical area. 
Also shown are the statewide averages of these parameters. The average rural 
traffic in the Commom;ealth over the 17-year period consisted of 18.26 percent 
trucks and the average number of axles per truck was 2. 911. A truck was defined 
in the conventional >·my as being any freight vehicle having six or more tires. 
Thus pickup trucks are excluded from these and subsequent tabulations. The 
tabulations are based on all vehicle classification data including, in part, 
those obtained at the loadometer stations. Average values of both parameters 
are highly influenced by traffic volume and somewhat less by geographical area. 
The influence of year on percent trucks is sporadic and inconsequential -- it is 
of extreme importance, however, for average number of axles per truck. The 
state~;ide average annual change in the number of axles per truck was 0. 031> 
for the lowest volume group and 0.085 for the highest (compare with Table 3). 
lAn early attempt to estimate EvJL 1 s that had been accumulated on 
Kentucky higln'lays was based on the use of these three variables. The results 
proved to be highly successful and useful. 
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Average axleload distributions for truck axles are shmrn in Appendix 
B. These distributions were computed on the basis of those stations for which 
both classification and weight data were available. Thus a large number of 
entries are zero, especially for the lower volume groups. The total number of 
axles which were counted are sho'Olll in the last columns of the tabulations. 
Appendix B shows that the percentage of heavier axles generally increased as the 
traffic volume increased and as the year became more recent. Slight differences 
in the axleload distributions can be observed among the four geographical area. 
Two parameters 'Olhich incorporate the combined effects of vehicle composi-
tion and 'Oleight characteristics are the average EWL's contributed by 1,000 
vehicles and by 1,000 trucks. These parameters are summarized in Appendix C. 
The basis for computation 'Olas again data obtained from the permanent and special 
loadometer surveys. As such the statistics are representative only of summer 
and late spring conditions. EWL's 'Olere computed by three different methods: 
the Kentucky method, the AASHO method, and a modified AASHO method. The 
modified AASHO method used the AASHO equivalency factors for single axles and 
treated each tandem axle as two single axles. For any given traffic condition, 
the modified AASHO EAL's are equal to or slightly greater than the corresponding 
AASHO EAL 's. When computing the Kentucky EIVL 's, contributions by all four--tired 
vehicles 'Olere assumed to be negligible. These parameters were significantly 
influenced by year, volume, and geographical area. 
SillJMARY OF PARAMETERS USED IN PROPOSED NETIIOD 
The param~ters proposed for future use include the percentages of the 
various vehicle types and their unit EIVL' s. \veigh ted means and 'Oleighted standard 
deviations of these parameters 'Olere computed as a function of each of the local 
conditions identified in Table 7. Appendices D and E show the resulting 
tabulations for the vehicle-type percentages and the unit EWL's, respectively. 
Since means and standard deviations ''ere computed, some technique for 
weighting the raw data had to be selected. Three possible techniques included: 
(1) 'Oleighting by the exact number of vehicles counted or '"eighed, (2) 'Oleighting 
by a group number based on the number of vehicles counted or 'Oleighed, and (3) 
giving equal weight to each counting or 'Oleighing operation. Table 10 shows the 
effect on mean Kentucky unit EWL's of the three 'Oleighting schemes. The weights 
assigned to the groups in the second method are given on Table 11. 
Distinct differences in the mean unit EWL's computed by these three 
schemes may be noted from Table 10. The third or unweighted method was 
immediately rejected since it was felt that more importance should be attached 
to data obtained from a large number of vehicles than to that obtained from a 
smaller number .. The second method of weighting by groups was ultimately 
selected for the follo'Oling reasons: (1) it gave more weight to data obtained 
from larger numbers of vehicles, (2) it could be applied in the multiple 
regression analysis that 'Olas to follo'Ol, and (3) it did not give excessive 'Oleight 
to the extremely high-volume stations. Table 11 gives the 'Oleights which 'Olere 
assigned and 'Olhich 'Olere used in preparation of Appendices D and E. These weights 
'Olere used in all subsequent data analyses. 
One observation immediately apparent from the tabulations of Appendices 
D and E is that the data are extremely variable. Coefficients of variation in 
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TAllLE 10 
EFFECT OF HEIGHTING ON HEAN KENTUCKY UNIT EHL'S 
Hean Unit Eli'L 's \veigh ted by 
Vehicle Exact Number of Groups by Number Um•eighted 
Type Vehicles \Veighed of Vehicles \Veighed 
SU-2A-I•T 0.02 0. ot, 0.09 
SU-2A-6T 3.31 3.19 3.09 
SU-3A 12.55 10 .01, s. zt, 
C-3A 9.80 8.89 8.76 
C-4A 15.77 15.25 13.40 
G-SA 18.92 18.33 15.24 
TABLE 11 
IVEIGHTING BY GROUPS 
Vehicle-Type Percentages Unit E~\TL' s 
Traffic Volume Height Number of He.ight 
(ADT) Vehicles l'eighed 
0-499 1 0-15 1 
500-999 2 16-30 2 
1000-1999 3 31-60 3 
2000-2999 4 61-120 4 
3000-3999 5 121-·240 5 
4000-5999 6 241 or more 6 
6000-7999 7 
8000-9999 8 
10,000-13,999 9 
14,000 or more 10 
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excess of 100 percent are not uncommon. 
EFFECTS OF LOCAL CONDITIONS 
A first indication of the relative effects of the various local conditions 
on the traffic parameters can be obtained from Appendices D and E. One must 
be cautious, however, in interpreting average results such as these because of 
the non-random nature of the sampling and because of the interactions which 
exist among many of the local conditions. 
The effect of road type on the various traffic parameters is quite pro-
nounced. The road-type classification delineated in this report is not only a 
functional classification system but also is indicative of the quality of 
service provided. This results in a larger percentage of the larger types of 
vehicles using the higher quality high~?ays and a larger percentage of cars on 
the lower type faeilities. Because different highcmys in Kentucky are classi-
fied at different legal gross v1eights ~ the larser trucks can be operated 
efficiently only on the higher quality roads which have the larger weight limits. 
Interestingly' the average unit mn .. 18 are gener·ally larger for the loHer classes 
of highways. Thi.~3 t:eflects, in part~ a more efficient utilization of vehicle 
capacities on these roads~ 
The percentage of passenger cars using north·-south routes is not signifi-
cantly different from that using east-west routesa However, slightly more of 
the larger trucks use the north-south routes and their u11it EWL's are signifi-
cantly greater. This difference in unit EHL's may be due to the degree to 
which these vehicles are loaded, the density of the cargo, and significant 
differences in the average local conditions such as road type and maximum 
allm1able gross v1eight" 
The data support the conclusions that larger vehicles tend to use the 
superior of t<"o alternate routes and that these vehicles are also more heavily 
loaded on the superior routes. The vehicle--type percentages and the unit EHL' s 
are not significantly different for routes in which there is no alternate, 
there is an alternate of equal quality, or there is an alternate of inferior 
quality. 
Service provided also yielded some significant indications as to traffic 
characteristics. Recreational roads carried much larger percentages of passen-
ger cars and mining roads carried larger percentages of SU-2A··-6T and SU·-3A 
trucks, which are the vehicle configurations most often used for hauling coal 
and aggregates. Furthermore, the SU--2A-·6T and SU-3A trucks were loaded much 
more heavily on the mining roads. Beyond this, the effects of service pro-
vided are unknown due to the limited data available for many of the codes and 
the difficulties associated "'ith evaluating this local condition. 
The percentage of passenger cars generally increases as the traffic 
volume increases. The percentages of the larger vehicle types seem to peak 
in the range of 4,000 to 6,000 vehicles per day. The tveights of the vehicles, 
as indicated by their average unit EVIL's, seem to reach a minimum in this same 
range. 
Naximum allowable gross \Veight is a significant determinant of the 
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percentages of the various vehicles types. The maximum percentages of C-.SA, 
C-4A, and C-3A vehicles occurred at maximum allmmble gross weights of 73,280 
pounds, 59 ,6/i.O pounds, and 42,000 pounds, respectively. These represent legally 
allowable 1veights at which the respective vehicle capabilities can b8 most 
effectively utilized. The effects of maximum allo>mble gross weight on average 
unit EWL' s is significant but not readily e:(plainable. A part of the difficulty 
stems from the relative scarcity of data. Independent data analyses have shown, 
however, that the mean unit EWL's for the four largest vehicles are essentially 
constant when the ratio of the vehicle weight capacity to the maximum all01·mble 
gross weight is less than onee l..Jhen the ratio exceeds one, the mean unit EHL's 
are significantly reduced. 
The effects of year are significant on both the vehicle···type percentages 
and the unit EWL's. However, it is felt that much of the yearly influence is 
due to changing maximum allow1)ble gross weights, a condition which makes evalua·· 
tion of these average statistics particularly difficult. 
Finally, detection of possible seasonal differences in unit EHL's is 
impossible .since loadometer surveys have been taken only during the summer and 
later spring months in Kentucky. Significant differences 'vere detected, hm,Tever, 
in the vehicle-type percentages with the inaximum percentage of cars occurring 
during the summer months for these rural highways. 
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PREDICTION OF TRAFFIC PARANETERS 
The proposed methodology requires evaluation of the percentages of the 
various vehicle types and their unit EWL's. For the sake of simplicity and to 
assure compatibility between the available classification and v1eight data, the 
number of vehicle types was limited to eight. These include (1) cars, (2) buses, 
(3) single-unit, two-axle, four-tired (SU-2A-4T) trucks, (4) single-unit, 
two-axle, six-tired (SU-2A-6T) trucks, (5) single"·unit, three-axle (SU-3A) 
trucks, (6) combination, three-axle (C-3A) trucks, (7) combination, four-axle 
(C-I•A) trucks, and (8) combination, five-axle (C-SA) trucks. Unit EHL' s ~<ere 
evaluated by each of three methods including the Kentucky method, the AASHO 
method, and the modified AASHO method. The modified AASHO method uses the 
AASHO equivalency factors but makes no special recognition of tandem axles. 
The approach for relating the traffic parameters ~<ith the local conditions 
was empirical in nature. Each parameter was separately treated as the dependent 
variable and the local conditions as the independent variables. Each parameter 
was quantified as a continuous variable while each local condition was codified 
on the basis of classification sets. The various methods which ~<ere considered 
for correlating the traffic parameters <<ith local conditions are detailed in the 
follmoling section. Each method was judged with regard to its accuracy, its 
simplicity, its reasonableness, and its predictability. 
HETHODS 
Combinatorial Analysis 
It was recognized at the onset that strong interactions might exist among 
many of the local conditions. For example, route direction was thought to be 
significant only for the higher type facilities, Such interactions can be 
properly treated, when the independent variables are characterized by classi-
fication sets, by grouping the available data into categories representative 
of each possible combination of the independent variables. The average values 
of the dependent variables within each combination <?auld then serve as the best 
estimates of future traffic if the future state of each of the relevant local 
conditions could be established. 
Such a scheme proved to be extremely valuable in some preliminary 
investigations in >Jhich the number of local conditions ~<as limited to three: 
namely, year, geographical area, and traffic volume. The purpose of these 
investigations was to derive a simple means for estimating past accumulations 
of EI>JL' s on selected rural high;mys in Kentucky. The number of possible com-
binations of the local conditions in this analysis ~<as 3L>O. Unfortunately 
~<hen the number of local conditions increases, the number of possible combina-
tions of these conditions increases rapidly. In fact the number of possible. 
combinations for all of the local conditions enumerated herein, excluding year 
and season, exceeds 1,0,000. Since the available data could not support such a 
detailed categorization, the combinatorial analysis could not be a feasible 
approach for this problem. 
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Heans and Correction Factors 
Perhaps the easiest ''ay to predict the traffic parameters is to compute 
their mean values from the available data and to use these values for predic-
tions. This is basically the approach chosen by California in their unit EWL 
tabulations (Table 5). One way to consider the effects of local conditions is 
simply to modify the gross means based on intuition and judgement. Since this 
procedure was judged to be unsatisfactory, the gross-nteans approach was not 
pursued further. 
If it can be assumed that interactions among the local conditions are 
inconsequential, then the effects of local conditions can be evaluated by 
applying a series of correction or adjustment factors to the gross means. 
There is one correction factor for each local condition and its value is 
determined by the local-condition code. To apply this procedure, the gross 
means are first computed. Then average residuals bet,;een the actual parameter 
values and the gross means are computed for each value of one selected local 
condition. The process is repeated for the second and subsequent local con-
ditions by computing average residuals bet,;;een actual values and those predicted 
from the gross means and the correction factors from previously analyzed local 
conditions. The entire process is iterated to reduce the effect of the chosen 
sequence of local conditions. 
Computer programs for derivation of correction factors verified the 
feasibility of this approach. It was found that the correction factors con-
verged after a maximum of about five iterations. Furthermore it 1>1as shown 
that the order in which the local conditions were evaluated had no effect on 
the values of the correction factors. 
A very relevant question is whether the correction factors should be 
additive or multiplicative. It is apparent that the final choice should be 
based largely on the accuracy attained. Ho<Vever a special problem arose 
through the use of additive factors ··- due to the prediction of several negative 
percentages and negative unit El~'s. While adjustment procedures can be 
derived 1>1hich assure no negative predictions, such procedures are rather 
arbitrary and are unnecessary if multiplicative factors are used. 
The correction-factor approach may be some1>1hat deficient because consid-
eration of interactions among the local conditions is precluded. This defi-
ciency can be partially alleviated if it is possible to identify t<vo or three 
local conditions having strong interactions. Average values of the traffic 
parameters are then computed for all possible combinations of this restricted 
set of local conditions. The effects of the remaining local conditions are 
treated independently as correction factors applied to the average basic 
percentages in much the same manner as outlined above. The primary difference 
is that in the former case the correction factors are applied to the gross 
means 1>1hile in the latter case they are applied to classified means computed 
for various combinations of the interacting local conditions. 
The two inwediately preceding methods are based on iterative procedures 
designed to eliminate the effects of the order in which the correction factors 
are applied. Accuracy can possibly be improved not only by maintaining a 
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specified sequence of correction-factor application but also by selecting values 
of the correction factors based on both the coded values of the local conditions 
and on the prior predictions. This approach was also successfully prograrruned. 
The prior prediction of percent trucks was used as a determinant of the value 
of the corrective factor, 
Multiple Regression 
Detailed study of the data in Appendices D and E led to the identification 
of another possible method of analysis. Average values of the parameters could 
be taken from these tables for each of the local conditions. These averages 
could in turn be averaged over all the local conditions to obtain the desired 
estimates. This procedure would give equal weight to the importance of 
each of the local conditions. Since the validity of such a weighting scheme 
was highly suspect, methods were sought in which a different weight, which would 
be indicative of the relative importance of the local condition, could be as-
signed to the averages for each local condition. 
Conventional multiple regression techniques were found to provide a 
suitable answer to the problem. Use was made of a standard, stepwise, multiple 
regression program in the University of Kentucky statistical library of computer 
programs (30). This program, called MULTR, satisfactorily established the 
weights tol;e applied to the average estimates for each local condition. The 
weights were found to depend on the particular traffic parameter being evalu-
ated. 
One final method was evaluated for correlating the traffic parameters 
with local conditions. This is a multiple regression technique using durruny 
variables which is useful in those situations in which the independent variables 
are treated as classification sets (31). For this problem, the jth local con-
dition, represented by n. codes, is replaced by (n.-1) durruny variables. For 
example, if there are onfy two local conditions, r~ad type and traffic volume, 
the durruny variables, which are independent variables, would be as shmm on 
Table 12. No durruny variable is assigned to one category for each local con-
dition in order to make estimates of the constant term and all the coefficients 
in the regression equation mathematically determinant. The durruny variable is 
assigned a value of either one, if the local condition is characterized by the 
corresponding code, or zero if it is not. Table 13 illustrates this procedure 
for the two local conditions of Table 12. Thus for road-type 2 and traffic-
volume 8, dummy variables x2 and x11 would assume values of one and the 
remaining durruny variables, zero. For road-type 4 and traffic-volume 10, all 
durruny variables would assume values of zero. 
If the effects of the various local conditions are additive, the corr-
esponding regression equation is 
Y = a 0 + a1X1 + azx2 + + a12xl2 (3) 
where Y = the traffic parameter of interest, 
a0 = regression constant, 
aj = regression coefficients, and 
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Local 
Condition 
Road 
Type 
Traffic 
Volume 
TABLE 12 
ILLUSTRATION OF DUMHY VARIABLES 
Local 
Condition 
Road 
Type 
T:raffic 
llolume 
Code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE 13 
Dununy 
Variable 
xl 
Xz 
x3 
None 
Xt, 
xs 
x6 
x7 
Xg 
Xg 
xlO 
xll 
xl2 
None 
ILLUSTRATION OF VALUES OF DUHHY VARIABLES 
Code Dummy Variable 
x1 Xz x3 x4 Xs x6 x7 xs Xg x1o xll xl2 
1 1 0 0 
2 0 1 0 
3 0 0 1 
4 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Xj = dummy variable. 
It may be seen, therefore, that a 0 becomes the best estimate of the traffic 
parameter in the above example for road-type 4 and traffic··volume 10. If the 
effects of the various local conditions are multiplicative, the relation 
between the traffic parameter and the local condition is shmm as follmvs: 
y x1 x2 x12 = bobl b2 ••. bl2 (4) 
The corresponding regression equation becomes 
z =co+ clxl + czX2 + ••• + cl2xl2 (5) 
where Z = ln Y and 
Ci = ln bi. 
The above procedures and equations can be generalized to include the 
nine local conditions of Table 7, in which case there are 40 dummy variables. 
It may further be generalized to include interactions among two or more of the 
local conditions by redefining the dummy variables so that each dummy variable 
corresponds to one combination of the interacting local conditions. This 
greatly increases the number of dummy variables and was not attempted due to 
program limitations .vhich restrict the number of dummy variables to 50. 
Summary 
Several possible methods for correlating the relevant traffic parameters 
IVith local conditions have been outlined above. The feasibility of each of 
these has been established as a part of this study. The selection of a 
particular method must be based, ho~Vever, on the aforementioned criteria of 
accuracy, simplicity, reasonableness, and predictability. Following sections 
of this report present a discussion relative to tl1e selection of appropriate 
methods. Table 14 sunnnarizes the candidate methods IVhich have been discussed 
herein. Also presented in Table 14 are abbreviated names of the various 
methods designed to facilitate future reference. It should be emphasized that 
most of these methods are readily adaptable to either multiplicative or 
additive adjustments. 
It should also be emphasized that the multiple regression technique 
using dummy variables is quite similar to the iterative correction factor 
technique. Differences relate only to the manner in IVhich the various factors 
and coefficients are established. The multiple regression technique is 
supported by sound mathematical and statistical theory IVhile the correction 
factor technique is based more on intuition and judgement. 
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TABLE 14 
HETHODS FOR CORRELATION OF 
TRAFFIC PARAMETERS WITH LOCAL CONDITIONS 
Description 
Combinatorial means 
Gross means 
Correction factor based on gross means, 
no interaction, iterative 
Correction factor based on classified 
means, limited interaction, iterative 
Correction factor based on classified 
means, limited interaction, prior kuo<1ledge 
Hultiple regression, averages 
Hultiple regression, dummy variables 
PREDICTING VEHICLE-TYPE PERCENTAGES 
Selection of Predictive l!ethodology 
Nomenclature 
None 
None 
FACTl 
FACT2 
FACT3 
t1ULTRA 
HULTRD 
With the exception of combinatorial means, each of the possible methods 
of Table 14 for correlating the vehicle type percentages <?ith the local con-
ditions was investigated. The gross means approach was itmnediately rejected 
since all other methods <?ere found to yield superior accuracies. The remaining 
methods ><ere compared on the basis of the four criteria of relative simplicity, 
reasonableness, accuracy, and predictability and a recommended method ><as 
developed. 
Of interest first ><as whether there ><ere significant differences in 
accuracy bet><een the correction factor techniques and the multiple regression 
techniques. The other criteria for comparison were assumed to be identical 
for both of the techniques. Using additive factors (similar to Equation 3) 
for predicting the percentage of C-4A trucks, correlation coefficients of 
0.78, 0.78, and 0.79 were obtained by FACTl, l!ULTPJl, and l!ULTRD, respectively. 
The C-4A truck "as chosen for this analysis since it has been the largest 
single contributor to EWL accumulations on rural high><ays in Kentucky. All 
available vehicle classification data ><ere used in this and subsequent analyses. 
Similar estimates of the percentage of cars using FACTl and HULTRD yielded 
correlation coefficients of 0.62 and 0.60, respectively. It was, therefore, 
concluded that there ><ere no significant differences between the correction 
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factor and multiple regression techniques and that an intelligent selection 
of the best of these techniques vJOuld have to be based on other considerations. 
Similarly no significant difference \Vas observed between the dummy variable. 
(MULTRD) and the averages (MULTlli'.) multiple regression techniques. 
One factor which would dictate a choice of the correction factor techniques 
Hould be to verify the necessity for including interaction effects among two or 
more of the local conditions. Thus estimates vere made of the percentages of 
cars and C·-4A trucks using FACTl and FACT2. In both cases, all nine local con-
ditions Here considered and additive factors \·Jere used. FACT2 used road type, 
direction, and alternate route as the three interactj_ng local conditions. 
Estimates of the percentage of cars yielded correlation coGfficients of 0.62 
and 0.63 for FACTl and FACT2, respectively. Similar estimates of the percentage 
of C·-4A trucks yield,,d correlation coefficients of 0. 78 and 0. 80 for FACTl and 
FACT2, respectively. Since the three interacting local conditions of FACT2 
had not been shmm to be opti.mal and since slightly larger accuracies were 
achieved 1c1ith JACT2, it ;ms concluded that interne tion might well be signifi-
cant. This led to the immediate rejection of the multiple regression techniques 
since sufficient program capability ·,ms not available for handling even a 
limited number of interactions. Subsequent analyses showed that the three 
interacting local conditions used by FACT2 were not optimal and that larger 
correlation coefficients vould have been achieved with FACT2 if other inter .... 
acting local conditions had been specified. 
Having decided that interactions among at least three of the local con-
ditions were significant, it ~vas then necessary to ascertain whether the 
remaining local conditions should be represented by correction factors (1) 
l?hich were order independent and derived using iterative procedures or (2) which 
were order dependent and responsive not only to the local conditions but also 
to the prior predictions. The variable representing prior predictions ~<as per-
cent trucks; three conditions vere chosen depending on vhether the prior pre-
dictions of percent trucks "'ere less than 15 percent, betl?een 15 and 19 percent, 
or greater than 19 percent. Additive factors were used and the three inter··· 
active local conditions vere, as before, road type, direction, and alternate 
route. Predictions of the percentage of cars yielded correlation coefficients 
of 0.63 and 0.66 for FACT2 and FACT3, respectively. Predictions of the per-
centage of C-4A trucks yielded correlation coefficients of 0.80 ancl 0.82 for 
FACT2 and FACT3, respectively. These results indicated the slight superiority 
in accuracy for predictions based on a specified sequence of correction-factor 
application and prior estimates. At the same time, use of the procedures 
required by FACT3 were considerably more complicated and susceptible to 
increased human error. Therefore, FACT2 •?as chosen for use in predicting the 
vehicle type percentages. 
Remaining to be decided "ms '"hether the correction factors should be 
additive or multiplicative. The criterion of reasonableness ~<eighed heavily 
in favor of the specification of multiplicative factors since their use 
negates the possibility of negative predictions. Data were already at hand 
from previous results of HULTRD with which to ascertain the superior of the 
tvo techniques ~<ith regard to accuracy. Correlation coefficients of 0.79 and 
0.86 for cars and 0.60 and 0.57 for C·-I•A trucks had been obtained for additive 
and multiplicative factors, respectively. Since these accuracy determinations 
l?ere inclusive and since multiplicative factors vere superior on the basis of 
reasonableness, multiplicative factors ~<ere selected. 
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Final Predictive Technique 
The method that had been chosen to relate the vehicle type percentages 
to the local conditions was the correction-factor technique considering inter-
actions among some of the local conditions and applying independent multiplica,-
tive correction factors to account for the rema:tnder. Hmvever, several remain-
ing items had to be considered in order to establish thG viability of the 
technique as a predictive tool. 
Not minor among these \\/'as the manner in which the time variable, year, 
was to be considered in the predictive process. Prior work as summarized in 
Figure 10 showed how various additive correction factors had been affected by 
year during the 17-year study period. Certainly data such as these furnished 
no reasonable basis from which to predict the possible effects of future years. 
The most promising solution was to exclude year from the analysis and to 
ascertain how the accuracy \Vas thereby affected. Data "ere available from prior 
use of 11ULTRD and FACT3 which showed that exclusion of year caused a reduction 
in the correlation coefficients for predictions of the percentages of cars and 
C-4A trucks of less than 5 percent. It "as obvious that this slight decrease 
in accuracy had to be tolerated and year ';Vas subsequently excluded from the 
analysis. 
Remaining to be determined vJas which of the eight local conditions should 
be established as those among which interactions are of most signJficanceo 
Based on the number of possible combinations of the local conditions and the 
number of available data sets, it was considerGd feasible to include a maximum 
of three interacting local conditions. For reasons discussed later, season 
"~;<Jas excluded as a possible candidate for evaluation. From the remaining seven 
local conditions, eight of the most promising combinations of three conditions 
were selected intuitively and analyzed jointly on the basis of relative 
accuracy and predictabilitye As a result of this analysis, road type, maximum 
allowable gross weight, and traffic volume Here adjudged to exhibit the most 
significant interactions among those investigated. 
A set of basic percentages were derived for all possible combinations of 
these three local conditions. Also derived were a set of multiplicative 
correction factors for each of the remaining five local conditions to be 
applied independently to the basic percentages. Sheets 3 and 4 of Appendix 
F show the final set of basic percentages and multiplicative correction factors 
recommended for use in predicting vehicle type percentages. 
It may be notGd from Sheet 1, of this appendix that correction factors are 
given for the various seasons. These factors have been retained primarily to 
enable comparisons of vehicle type percentages estimated by the proposed 
methodology with those observed from specific surveys. To be useful for 
predicting the annual averages that are desired, hmo1ever, the seasonal factor 
must be eliminated. To do this, all 1967 traffic volume data obtained from 42 
ATR stations in Kentucky were sunmed by season. An annual average of the 
seasonal correction factors weighted by the seasonal traffic volumes was com-
puted. These weighted averages, which are shoHn in the computational portions 
of Sheet 4, are recommended for use in the predictive process. The fact that 
these averages approach unity suggests that classification counts have been 
taken in approximatGly thB same proportions as actual traffic volumes by 
season. 
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Finally, the, criterion of reasonableness dictates that the sum of the 
predicted percentages must equal 100 percent. Since the percentage of each 
vehicle type is predicted independently of the remaining vehicle types) the 
total percentages '>Vill rarely equal 100 percento For this reason, the initial 
predictions must often be appropriatEly tnodified. Seve.ral methods for accom-
plishing this were suggested. Hm.vever since all preliminary estimates ;;:.vere 
close to 100 percent, an elaborate adjustment procedure lvas felt to be un-
warranted. It is recommended, therefore, that the adjustments to 100 percent 
be made by multiplying each initial prediction by 100 dbrided by the sum of the 
initial predictions. This procedure is suminarized o~ Sheet 4 of Appendix F. 
Accuracy 
The procedures described above, together ~vith the basic percentages pre-
sented on Sheet 3 of Appendix l' and the multiplicative correction factors pre-
sented on Sheet lr, Here used to estimate vehicle~,type percentages for comparison 
with the actual percentages obtained from past vehicle classification counts. 
The results of this accuracy comparison are summarized in Table 1.5. 
The accuracy of the proposed predictive technique, as indicated by the 
correlation coefficients, is not good~ Some slight decrease in accuracy 
resulted from the exclusion of year from the set of local conditions. However, 
this ,.ras necessary in order to establish the technique as a valid, predictive 
tool. Despite the relative inaccuracy of the technique, it was found snperior 
to others of those investigated on the basis of the four criteria of accuracy, 
simplicity, reasonableness, and predictability. Table 15 also shows that slight 
increases in accuracy for most vehicle types v;rere achieved by correcting the 
initial estimates to a total of 100 perccmt. 
PREDICTING UNIT EHL 1 S 
Selection of Predictive. l1ethodology 
In comparison with the vehicle classification data, the available weight 
data were much less extensive. Host of the weight data had been obtained from 
rural, primary routes having relatively high~-volume, ordinary ty1J88 of traffic. 
All had been obtained during the late spring or summer months. Because of this 
rather limited data, consideration of interactions among even a limited number 
of local conditions was felt to be um:varranted. In spi.te of this) hmvever, 
analyses of Appendix E and other data. indicated that an app·.roac.h such as gross 
means would be inappropri.ate since the. .local conditions did measurably affect 
the average unit E\.-.11' s. Considerat:i.on 'vas limited to multiple regression 
techniques sinc.e possible int-2ract:f.ons were not to be investigated and since 
the correction--factor techniques offered no knm,vn advantages over the multiple 
regression techniques. 
Only a cursory analysis was made to ascertain the superior of the MULTRA 
and MULTRD techniques. Kentucky unit E\qL estimates using }!ULTRA were made for 
the SU-3A trucks which yielded a correlation coefficient of 0.44. Similar 
estimates were also made using MULTRD, additive techniques and '"hich eliminated 
year and service provided as independent variables. These yielded a. correlation 
coefficient of 0. 59, It was therefore decided that HULTPJ) was superior to 
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TABLE 1.5 
ACCURACY OF VEHICLE-TYPE PERCENTAGE ESTIHATES 
Vehicle Hean Standard StandaJ:d ErJ:or Correlation Coefficient Number of 
Type Percent Deviation 
Corrected1 
Vehicles 
Uncorrected Correctedl Uncorrected Counted 
Cars 71.6718 7.1262 5.7059 5.6479 0.5984 0.6098 4,159,168 
Buses 0.8592 0,61.64 0.4842 0.4843 0.6187 0.6186 46,953 
SU-2A-4T 9.0922 3,8732 2,6203 2,5744 0.7364 0,7471 474,626 
.... SU-2A-6T 8.5095 3.8990 3. 2277 3,229.7 0,5610 0.5602 456,745 
"' 
SU-3A 1. 001.6 2.3819 2.1307 2,1244 0.4470 0.4522 52,264 
C-3A 3.9378 4.1526 2.6852 2,6831 0.7628 0.7632 239,123 
C-4A 4.1038 4.3735 2.6848 2. 6772 0.7894 0.7907 263,847 
G-SA 0.8230 2.1582 1.5584 1.5448 0.6918 0.6983 56,805 
lEstimates of vehicle-type percentages were corrected to a total of 100 percent. 
HULTRA for the unit EWL predictions. HULTRA did allm< a determination of the 
order of importance of the local conditions with regard to the unit E\111 para-
meter for SU-3A trucks. It rated service provided as the most influencial con·-
dition follm<ed in decreasing order of importance by maximum allowable gross 
weight, volume, road type, direction, geographical area, year, and alternate 
route. 
The next item to be considered was whether the factors should be additive 
(Equation 3) or multiplicative (Equation 4). Estimates were made of Kentucky 
unit EWL's for C-4A trucks using HULTRD with both additive and multiplicative 
factors. The C-4A truck was chosen for this analysis since it has been the 
single most important contributor to EWl accumulations on rural highways in 
Kentucky. The additive factors yielded a correlation coefficient of 0.76 and 
the multiplicative, 0.72. Additive factors were chosen, therefore, not only 
on the basis of their superior accuracy (which was verified for other of the 
vehicle types as well) but also because they are slightly easier to derive and 
use. Some reasonableness was sacrificed because of the possibility for pre-
dicting negative unit EWl's but this is overshadowed in part by the slight 
increases in overall accuracy resulting when negative estimates are set equal 
to zero. 
The method which was finally selected for relating unit El~L' s with local 
conditions was, therefore, additive factors derived using multiple regression 
with dummy variables. The next problem >ms to assess its reliability as a predic-
tive tool. The most important local condition with regard to future predictions 
is year. Estimates of unit EWL's for C-4A trucks were made both including and 
excluding year as an independent variable. These yielded correlation coeffi-
cients of 0.76 and 0.72, respectively. Thus the inclusion of year was found 
to slightly increase the accuracy with which past unit EW1 1 s for this vehicle 
type could be estimated. But could year serve as a basis for future predictions? 
Figure 11 was constructed to ascertain an answer. If attempts were made to 
extrapolate the data of this figure to future years, the additive correction factor 
l'lould have to be taken as approximately zero. Thus it would be impossible to dis-
criminate among the effects of future years. Furthermore, because of the inter-
relationship between year and maximum allowable gross weight, the correction 
factors for maximum allDI<able gross weight appear incongruous ~Vhen year is included 
as an independent variable. This is apparent from Figure 12. Year was, therefore, 
excluded as an independent variable for predictive purposes. 
Each of the remaining seven local conditions contributed to the analysis, 
and all were amenable to future predictions l'lith the exception of service 
provided. Data were available to establish valid correction factors only for 
service-·provided codes of 3, 4, and sl. Therefore due to lack of data, service 
provided was also eliminated as an independent variable -- causing a further 
reduction in the correlation coefficient from 0.72 to 0.62. This represents a 
significant reduction in accuracy and suggests that more accurate future esti--
mates may be partially dependent on the weighing of vehicles on road represent-
ing each of the service-provided categories. 
1see Appendix E. 
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Sheet 5 of Appendix F shows the final additive correction factors for all 
vehicle type,s and all types of unit E\~' s. The factors for road-type 4 were 
assumed the same as those for road-type 3 since no 1•7eight. data had been obtained 
for the "other rural roads 11 category. Furthermore, it w·as necessary to obtain 
the factors for volume-group 10 by extrapolation since no data were available 
for this volume group. The base condit:!.ons for the predictions are road--type 2, 
direction 2, alternate-route 3, volume 5 (except for C-·.SA where it is 7), 
maximum·-allowable-gross·-lveight 1,, and geographical area 4. Thus the constant 
term in each case represents the unit E\IL predictions for this set of local 
conditions~ 
Cars and Buses 
To enable valid predictions of EIVL accumulations, the predietive method-
ology must recognize all ElVL contributi.ons regardless of their source. This 
reasoning prompted, for example, the separate consideration of SU-2A-I•T vehicles 
since weight data indicated that these vehicles did make slight contributions 
to the EWL accumulations. The remaining vehicle types ~·;rhi.ch have not yet been 
considered herein bec:.ause no weight data were available for analysis are cars 
and buses. Each must be investigated with regard to its possible effect on 
EWL accumulationso 
Since the gross weights of typical passenger cars are so small, it must be 
assumed that cars have zero unit EIVL's when evaluated by Kentucky's procedure. 
This is necessitated by the fact that Kentucky equivalency factors for axleloads 
less than 9,000 pounds are zero~ For such small axle.loads, hm.vever, the 
AASHO equivalency factors are not zero. In lieu of valid weight data for car 
axles, the unit EAL's for cars by AASI!O and modified AASHO procedures are 
assumed to be 0. 0002 EAL' s per ear. This follm·lS from the rec.onunenda tions of 
the AASHO Committee on Design (13). This unit EAI, is assumed to be constant 
for all possible sets of local conditions. 
Buses, and in particular commercial, intercity buses, pose more signifi-
cant problems in that their unit EVIL's may be rather large., Fortunately with 
regard to EVJL predictions~ the numbers of cow.mercial buses on rural highways 
are rather small so that errors in nnit E\~ predictions are relatively insigni-
ficant in terms of the total. ET-JL accumulations. Howe.ver ~ a large percentage of 
school buses are found on some rural~ lm<r-class roads (as much as 6 percent). 
Assuming the unit EWL contribution of school buses is equal to tha.t of comme:r.--
ical buses, this means that as high as 50 percent. of the total EHL 1 s on some 
rural roads result from school buses& 
Information supplied by Southern Greyhound Lines relative to the axle 
weights of its comme:rci.al buses operated in Kentucky enabled the preparation of 
Table 16. Since none of these buses has, at present, a tandem axle~ the esti--
mates for AASHO and modified AASHO unit EAL' s are identical. Unfortunately the. 
data of Table 16 fail to represent the entire problem since school buse.s and 
buses operated by other agenc.ies and for other purposes are not included. 
Furthermore, no information is readily available concerning the average loading 
of these buses and the percentages of the various bus types. Also shmm in 
Table 16 are arbitrary estimates of unit EIVL's which have been chosen to repre-
sent the average conditions in Kentucky for all types of buses" These estimates 
are recommended for use in the predictive equations until such time as more 
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TABLE 16 
UNIT EHL'S OF BUSES 
Conunercial Commercial Estimate 
Busesl Buses Including 
(Empty) (Fully loaded) Other Buses 
Kentucky Unit 3.6 16.0 5 
EWL 
AASHO Unit 0.31 1.06 0 .l; 
EAL 
Hodified AASHO 0.31 1.06 0 .l; 
Unit EAL 
lFrom information supplied by Southern Greyhound Lines. 
valid data become available. Like the unit E'iiL estimates for cars, these 
estimates are not responsive to variations in local conditions. 
Accuracy 
The procedures described above, together with the additive factors presented 
on Sheet 5 of Appendix F, were used to estimate unit EHL 1 s for comparison with 
actual unit EHL's obtained from past weight data. The results of this accuracy 
comparison are sununarized in Table 17. 
A brief glance at the tabulated correlation coefficients is sufficient to 
reveal that the accuracy of the estimates leaves much to be desired. Hmvever, 
no other technique investigated herein yielded superior accuracy as long as it 
was stipulated that the technique had to represent a valid, predictive procedure. 
Furthermore, it is apparent from Table 17 that this method of accounting for 
the effects of local conditions is superior to the gross means approach. 
Three other points relative to this accuracy comparison are important: 
1. The best accuracy t(Tas generally achieved for those vehicle types 
"'hich contribute most significantly to the EHL accumulations. 
2. Generally, estimates of Kentucky unit E\'L's are more accurate than 
either AASHO or modified AASllO unit EAL's. 
3. The procedure for correcting negative unit EHL's to zero only slightly 
improved the accuracy of the estimates. The magnitude of the improvement was 
greatest where the mean unit EWL was lm(Test, that is, for the SU-2A-l,T vehicle. 
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TABLE 17 
ACCUP..ACY OF UNIT E~JL ESTU!ATES1 
Vehicle 
Type 
EWL 
Type 
}fean Standard Standard Error 
SU-2A-1>T 
KY 
AASHO 
H&I\SH03 
KY 
SU-2A-6T ~1\ASHO 
J:f.AASl-IO 
SU-3A 
C-3A 
C-4A 
C-SA 
KY 
AASllO 
l1AP ... SHO 
KY 
AASHO 
HAL\.SHO 
KY 
lLASBO 
HAASHO 
TTV 
"" 
AA •. SHO 
PIA.l\SHO 
Unit 
E\{L 
o .. or~1s 
0.0061 
0~0061 
3,1945 
0.1787 
0.1787 
10.0445 
0.3391 
0.5290 
8 .. 8944 
Ou607l 
0.,6071 
15~2519 
0.8076 
0,.9872 
18~3338 
0~7865 
1.2088 
Deviation 
Uncorrected 
0,644 0. 632 
0.030 0.030 
0,030 0.030 
4.121 3, 753 
0 .. 088 0.081 
0,.088 0.031 
16.129 12.973 
0.239 0 ~ 235 
0.440 0 ~363 
6.560 6.109 
0.270 0.253 
0 .. 270 0~253 
9.848 7~766 
0.328 0~227 
O.L,35 0.302 
15.225 11.473 
09452 0~347 
0~705 0.530 
1No 'I·J"eight data we.re available for cars or buses. 
2Negative estimates v.;e.re transformed to zero~ 
:lr!odified Ai'"SHO procedures \·lere used. 
Corrected2 
0~630 
0.030 
0.030 
3.752 
0.081 
0.081 
12.867 
0. 231,. 
o. 362 
6.106 
0.253 
0.253 
7.759 
0.226 
0. 301 
11.!~71 
0. 3!.~ 7 
0.530 
Correlation Coefficient 
Uncorrected Corrected2 
0.192 0.212 
0.190 0.198 
0.190 0.198 
O,Hl 0.414 
0.377 0.377 
0.377 0.377 
0.59lt 0.603 
0.578 r. ~~":l v ...... v.., 
0. 561· 0.568 
0.364 0.366 
0~3.51 0.351 
0.351 0.351 
0.615 0 .. 615 
0.72.3 0. 723 
0.721 0. 721 
0~658 0.658 
0.639 0.639 
0.659 0.659 
Number of 
Vehicles 
Heighed 
12,349 
23,389 
2,180 
12,143 
14' 321 
[:. ~ 302 
EXTENSIONS OF METHODOLOGY 
The legal maximum allm<able gross weight on Kentucky highways increased 
three times during the 17-year study period. Each increase has greatly affected 
the EHL accumulations on those particular high1mys to which the increase appli-
ed. Such effects are due to (1) a redistribution of the relative vehicle-type 
percentages, (2) an increase in the loading of vehicles having weight capacities 
near to or greater than the prior maximum allowable gross weight, (3) the uti-
lization of heavier vehicles which, prior to the change, were either prohibited 
or yere uneconomical to operate at reduced payloads, and (4) a reduction in the 
ADT • The underlying rationale is that the choice of vehicle type by a carrier 
is dependent both on the characteristics of the shipment and on the efficiency 
with which various vehicle types may be operated within the legal constraints 
of maximum allowable gross weights and permissive vehicle types. 
Inability of past procedures to consider the effects of maximum allmJable 
gross "eight has doubtlessly led to underestimates of design E\'TL 's. This 
current reevaluation endeavor offers a means for rectifying this situation in 
the future. Two distinct problems immediately emerge. 
The first relates to how and when the maximum allowable gross weight may 
be expected to change. Since these are legislative and administrative matters, 
they are largely beyond the purview of the engineer. At the same time, it is 
the engineer's responsibility to predict design EHL's based upon all the infor-
mation that is available to him. Hhile the matter is not dealt l<ith in depth 
herein, it is recommended that estimates of design EHL' s for high--type, multi-
lane facilities be based on a maximum allowable gross weight of 89,000 pounds. 
This is approximately equal to the allm<able gross weight of a C-6A truck. As 
an alternate suggestion, the current maximum allovmble gross weight might be 
considered to govern the first 10 years of the design life and an increased 
allowable weight, the second. 
The second problem, which is within the scope of this study, is how to 
modify the proposed methodology to incorporate a maximum allm<able gross weight 
which lies outside the range of historical experience. Preliminary attempts 
to establish relationships between the maximum allowable gross weight and the 
traffic parameters of interest, namely, the vehicle-type percentages and the 
unit EHL 1 s, were unsuccessful. Two pertinent variables that were identified, 
however, included the ratio of vehicle gross vmight to the high'lay maximum 
allowable gross >Jeight and the payload capacities of all competing vehicle 
types. Complicating the analysis were time lags occurrine after a change in 
maximum allm<able gross weight. These were thought to be caused by (1) a 
delay in the introduction of necJ equipment and (2) a delay in administering 
the change for specific routes. It was felt that the entire study period was 
represented by unstabilized traffic redistributions. 
lThese changes may be too small to be actually detected. To illustrate 
the point, however, fewer C-SA trucks would be required for a given shipment 
than C-4A trucks due to their increased payload capacity. 
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A simplified procedure can be used, however, to obtain estimates of the 
EVIL's per 1,000 vehicles for different maximum allowable gross weights. The 
EviL's for 1,000 vehicles would be predicted for each of the four maximum allaH-
able gross weights and the results plotted as illustrated by Figure 13. The 
curve would be extrapolated to the future maximum allmvable. gross tveight and the 
result multiplied by the total number of vehicles expressed in thousands to 
obtain the final estimate. Figure 13 is based on predictions of AASHO EAL's for 
the follo<~ing situation: road-type 2, direction 2, alternate-route 2, service-
provided 4, volume 4, and geographical-area 4. The above procedure is recom-
mended for use in the absence of a more refined method. 
SUMMARY 
Several empirical methods have been investigated for predicting the perti-
nent traffic parameters on the basis of anticipated local conditions. These 
methods ~vere compared with respec.t to the criteria of accuracy, simplicity, 
reasonableness, and predictability. The chosen method for predicting vehicle 
type percentages considers three interacting local conditions \>lhich establish 
the base percentages and multiplicative correction factors for independent 
analysis of the remaining conditions. Year was excluded as an independent 
variable for predictive purposes. The chosen method for predicting unit EI'L 's 
considers additive factors for the independent analysis of each of six local 
conditions. Year, season, and service provided were excluded as independent 
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variables for predictive purposes. 
Work sheets for predicting design EWL's are included as Appendix F. As 
such, Appendix F summarizes the recommended procedures and presents the neces-
sary data for computational purposes. These data represent averages over the 
17-year study period weighted by the factors of Table 11. An example problem 
is presented in Appendix G to demonstrate implementation of the recommended 
procedures. 
Appendix F should be used to estimate EWL's for purposes of pavement de-
sign except where appropriate data are available for the specific route in ques-
tion. A method has been given for predicting design EWL's when the anticipated 
maximum allowable gross weight is in excess of that stipulated in the past. The 
data of Appendix F may be extended by extrapolation or interpolation as neces--
sary in order to obtain valid estimates. For example, missing entries may have 
to be obtained by extrapolation or interpolation. Judgment may have to be exer-
cised in other instances, such as for a location at or near the boundary of two 
geographical areas. 
Accuracy of the individual estimates of the traffic parameters, as indicated 
by Tables 15 and 17, was some1vhat discouraging. Nevertheless, the recommended 
technique represents the best available among those investigated and satisfies 
the basic requirement for a valid prediction procedure which accounts for the 
effects of local conditions. A portion of the observed errors is doubtlessly 
due to inappropriateness of the model. At the same time, other errors remain 
'"hich could not be diminished by any model. These include (1) errors in 
obtaining and recording data in the field, (2) errors in coding data and local 
conditions in the office, (3) errors due to large inherent variabilities in the 
traffic stream, and (4) errors due to non-random nature of the basic data. In 
addition, the data are representative only of average 1veekday conditions and 
the weight data have been obtai.ned only during the spring and summer months. 
The true validity of the proposed model can not be assessed solely on the 
basis of estimates of the individual traffic parameters. Of considerably more 
significance is the accuracy of estimates of design EWL's or of estimates of 
pavement thickness resulting therefrom. These matters are considered in the 
folloVTing section. 
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ACCURACY VERIFICATION 
EWL's were estimated using the proposed method and then compared to 
actual EWL 1 s for all stations at which both vehicle classification and •~eight 
data had been obtained during the study period. There were 51 such stations 
representing a total of 225 counts for an average of approximately four annual 
counts per station. Of these, nine were stations for which 11 or more years of 
data were available and 18 for which seven or more years '"ere available. Thirty-
one of the stations were represented by only one or two years of data. 
The first comparisons were made on the basis of EHL 1 s per 1,000 vehicles 
for the 225 individual counts. Table 18 summarizes the results of these 
accuracy comparisons. The correlation coefficients are relatively small, '"hich 
indicates that a large portion of the variability in EWL 1 s per 1,000 vehicles 
for individual counts remains unexplained. 
The actual and predicted total daily EWL 1 s were then computed and compared. 
Figure 14 shows the results of this comparison for Kentucky EHL's. This figure 
depicts visually the accuracy of estimates of daily EHL 1 s for individual counts. 
Table 18 and Figure 14 indicate that the proposed method for predicting 
EWL 1 s, while superior to all methods investigated herein, does not enable high 
accuracy in predicting E\.11 1 s for individual counts. This is due in large part 
to the extreme variability in the actual Elvt 1 s that are accumulated at individual 
stations from year to year. Such variability is depicted on Figure 15a for 
TABLE.18 
ACCURACY O:E' ESTIMATES OF EWL'S PER 1,000 VEHICLES 
FOR 225 INDIVIDUAL COUNTS 
Type of EWL Actual Standard Standard Correlation 
Mean Deviation Error Coefficient 
Kentucky 
(EWL's/1,000 vehicles) 1535.4 1405.3 1173.1 0.55 
AASHO 
(EAL 1 s/l,OOO vehicles) 82.4 54.5 42.4 0.63 
Modified AASHO 
(EAL's/1,000 vehicles) 96.9 70.8 52.2 0.68 
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Station 8, for which 14 years of data are available. Certainly no predictive 
procedure can be conceived that would be able to duplicate the actual year-to-
year variations that are obvious from this figure. Figure 15a suggests, however, 
that, if the daily EWL's were accumulated over a period of years, the actual and 
predicted accumulations might tend to converge. This led to the construction of 
Figure lSb which shows, for the same station, the percent error in cummulative 
daily EWL's as a function of year. The percent error was computed by dividing 
the difference between the actual and predicted values by the actual value. 
Following a six-year period of initial instability, the percent errors tend to be 
reduced as the number of years increased. By extrapolation, the percent error at 
the end of a 20-year design period would be about 6 percent, which certainly 
represents a tolerable error. 
Figure 15b lends support to the hypothesis that the proposed predictive 
methodology becomes more accurate as the predictive period increases. This is 
of extreme significance since most flexible pavement designs in Kentucky are 
based on a 20-year period. Curves similar to that of Figure 15b are shown in 
Figure 16 for six of the nine stations for which 11 or more years of data have 
been accumulated. This figure also shows that the percent errors tend to 
become stablized and reduced as the time increases. 
As a further means for ·validating the proposed methodology, the influence 
of the accuracy of the EWL estimates on the accuracy of the design pavement 
thicknesses was also investigated. First the actual and the estimated EWL's 
for each of the 51 locations were extrapolated to 20-year accumulations. These 
are shown in Figure 17. Then the combined flexible pavement thicknesses includ-
ing base and pavement were determined (10). These determinations, which are 
summarized in Figure 18, were based on an arbitrarily-selected design CBR of 5. 
Differences in the thicknesses based on estimated actual and predicted EWL's 
seem rather large at first glance. However, it should be recalled that actual 
data were available for periods of only one or two years for 31 of the 51 sta-
tions. This would, of course, decrease the reliability of the estimates of 
20-year accumulations of EWL's, Figure 18b suggests that the percent error for 
stations with data for a 20-year period would be about 2 percent. 
In summary, it is concluded that the proposed method for predicting 
design EWL's is sufficiently accurate for use in designing flexible pavements. 
It satisfies the remaining criteria of simplicity, reasonableness, and predict-
ability and provides a suitable means for ascertaining the influence of local 
conditions. 
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" 
SlYdHARY 
Difficulties in obtaining reliable estimates of ElvL accumulations for 
flexible pavement design purposes led to the initiation of this study in 1963. 
~fuen EWL estimates at specific locations were compared with actual EVJL accumul·-
ations, major discrepancies uere often noted. These discrepancies were bel:i.eved 
to be assoc.iated 1dth the inability of the predictive procedure to differentiate 
among many of the routes in other than a qualitative manner. 
The prerequisites >;V'hich were established as a basis for comparing alter-
nate predictive procedures included the followi.ng: 
l. The predictive model should consider as many of the relevant 
local conditions which determine the composition and weights of the traffic 
stream as possible, 
2. The predictive model should make full use of all available vehicle 
classification and \Veight data, and 
3. The predictive model should possess the qualities of simplicity, 
reasonableness, predictibility, and accuracy. 
Evaluation of the methodology currently used in Kentucky led to the search 
for a more responsive empirical method of prediction. It 'ms assumed that suffi .. -
cently accurate estimates of ADT <muld be available and, therefore, could be 
excluded from consideration. Furthermore, the analyses was restricted to rural 
areas for which the bulk of data was available. The significant traffic para-· 
meters were identified as the percentages of the various vehicle types and their 
unit E\VL' s. The local conditions '"hich <Jere found to significantly affect the 
traffic parameters included road type, direction, alternate route, service 
provided, traffic. volume, maximum allowable gross \lleight, geographical area, 
year, and season. lmalyses ,;•ere then made to find a suitable empirical method 
for predicting the traffic parameters on the basis of an analysis of the perti-· 
nent local conditions. 
The chosen method for predicting vehicle-type percentages consists of a 
set of basic percentages determined jointly by road type, volume, and maximum 
allmvable gross weight and a series of multiplicative correction factors deter-
mined independently by direction, season, alternate route, service provided, 
and geographical area. Independent predictions are made of the percentage of 
each vehicle type and the results adjusted so that the sum equals 100 percent. 
The chosen method for predicting un1.t EHL's is based on a multiple regression 
model that considers all of the above local conditions, except year, season, 
and service provided, in an additive fashion. Adjustments are made so that no 
estimate yields a negative value. Procedures are provided for estimating 
Kentucky, MSHO, or modified AASHO unit EHL's. 
The recommended methodology, which is presented in Appendix F, was found 
to provide a suitable means for predicting EHL accumulations. In no case, 
hmvever, should the recommended methodology be used if valid traffic data are 
available for the specific route in question. 
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RECOHMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations for implementing and extending the efforts of 
this study are presented for consideration. 
1. The proposed methodology for predicting EHL 1 s for rural higlways in 
Kentucky should be adopted for purposes of flexible pavement design. This 
method has been shmm to be a valid predictive tool which can account for the 
effects of local conditions. 
2. Twenty-year predictions of design EHL's should incorporate the effects 
of probable changes in maximum allowable gross weight on high·-type, multtlane 
high<mys. !1axtmum allm<able gross weight has been found to significantly affect 
E\VL accumulations. Four different maximum allo;,able gross weights have been in 
effect on Kentucky highways during the 17-year study period and future changes 
are likely to occur. 
3. Analogous methodologies should be developed to enable valid predictions 
of ElvL 1 s and associated traffic parameters in urban areas. No method currently 
exists for accurate predictions of design EIVL 1 s in these areas. 
4. The data banks developed as a part of this study should be continually 
and routinely updated and maintained. This is essential not only to facilitate 
future reevaluations of EHL predictions but also to provide the capability for 
immediate and accurate recall of traffic data for a multitude of engineering 
purposes. 
5. Responsibility for the maintenance of up··-to-date data banks should be 
assumed by the Division of Planning which now has overall responsibility for 
data collection systems. 
6. Formats of the data banks should be thoroughly reviewed and revised 
to be compatible not only ;,ith past data but also with possible future innova-
tions and changes and to provide a rapid means for future updating. The formats 
nm< used ;,ere selected primarily to facilitate the objectives of the current 
study. Certainly the capability for handling new vehicle types such as double 
bottom trucks and ne;, axle types such as tri-tandem axles must be provided. 
This might also require certain changes in the current data collectton systems. 
7. A comprehensive review of current methods for acquiring vehicle classi-
fication and ;,eight data appears desirable. The analysis reported herein ;,as 
hampered by the non-randomness of data caused, in part, by the emphasis which 
has been placed on the permanent loadometer stations. A minimal number of 
permanent, fixed stations used to ascertain long-term trends supplemented by 
additional randomly selected stations used to provide maximum coverage appears 
advantageous. 
8. Investigations should be conducted to ascertain the seasonal varia-
tions, if any, of average vehicle ;,eights and unit EliL's. 
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9. An independent means should be sought for predicting changes in 
vehicle type percentages and unit EWL's anticipated as a result of future 
increases in the legal maximum allowable gross "'eight. Not only would this 
increase the credibility of future predictions but it would also promote im··· 
proved understanding of the evolving structure of the traffic stream. 
10. The current EHL-calculation procedure which neglects the possible 
effects of differential lane and directional distributions should be subjected 
to close scrutiny. Neglect of lane distribution can possibly lead to over-
design on multilane facilities "hile neglect of directional distribution can 
possibly lead to both overdesign and underdesign depending on the direction of 
flow. lloth the Asphalt Institute (21>) and the Portland Cement Association 
(23) provide a means of correcting for the effects of lane distribution in 
their design methods. 
11. It is imperative that the contribution to EHL accumulations by buses 
be studied in some detail. Despite the fact that fully loaded, commerical 
buses contribute significantly to EHL accumulations, no detailed data on 
average bus weights are available. 
12. Future reevaluations of flexible pavement design procedures must pro-
vide a sound basis for justifying or altering the procedure for neglecting to 
distinguish between single and tandem axles. Both theory (16) and the results 
of road tests (11) have shmm that the destructive effects of single and tandem 
axles are not identical. 
13. Periodic maps of annual EliTL accumulations on Kentucky higlnmys would 
be useful for providing an up-to-date source of information for analysis and 
design purposes. li'hile the preparation of such a map would currently require 
excessive expenditures, such an effort would be a small task for a computerized 
system. It is, therefore, recommended that increasing use be made of high 
speed data processing systems for the storage and analysis of traffic data. 
Such a system would provide immediate and accurate information concerning a 
variety of traffic parameters. 
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APPENDIX A 
HISTORICAL SUMt1ARY - AVERAGE PERCENT TRUCKS 
AND AVERAGE N~ffiER OF AXLES PER TRUCK 
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AVERAGE NUMBER OF 
AXLES PEII., TRUCK 
G-'t99 vpo 2,045 2,-12.5·2.323 2.021 2.052 z,o35 2.121 z.on 2.ooo 2,ooo 2,16t 2.111 z.ooo 2.055 2.191 2.oa:S z,sf.z·----·z;t-,-,--
;oD->999-yPo 2.167 z.2:n 2,233 z,093 2.214 z.ooo 2.1n 2.200 ?.485 2,1'19 z.uo 2 ll z.13s 2.271 z.419~ •. t_aa________z__.__,'r_
<L___ 
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.816 
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8000 OR MORE VPO 2.327 2,537 2o602 2,6t1 2,665 2.725 2.76? 3.043 h93_(!_~,_a_z9 3.0'}4 "'.rB6 L054 3
.230'3 ?35 )__._~IL6..8,8______.h_qll 
!\_I,_!._ VOLUME.S 2,462 Z.496 2,517 2o541> 2.556 2,628 ?,711 2o'lt6 2.953 ~_.'3'34 2o9A5 3oOl6 3.1)76 3.
193 3;!Jl~~';!_l__l_______,-
NUMBER.OF VEHICLES 
COUNTED IN TENS 
--~~~~~-··~
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D-'-499 VPD 103 43 87 139 109 202 100 302 55··-~4-,~·~7 113 29 56 47.1
 130 131 2129 
500-999 \'PO 88 248 439 97 667 _90 145 _924 484 200 B8 0 
307 758 15?9 401 6?2 TU7 
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9 24n 4622 34'tl 35B5 42740 
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_0 I 4 44031 3566'} 61 8477 
WEsrERN KEN-TUCKY 
HIGHWAY OISTRfCTS 1 AND 
"''"'"'L-1''9'<'l-J•>•i,''-"'•'>'l'-C'"'"'''--'"'"'"'L-"'"'""c·k1.c-1><<-"'~ 
9 it 1Q'l7 1956 !25.2 I96Q !Qfi! IQb' 19 .,3 1964 I<JM ALL - ---- 1966 YEARS 
AVERAGE PERCENT 
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0-499 VPO 19oll3' 2,90 o,o o,o Q,O 0.0 0.0 •40 O.C o,o- 20.28 9,37 o.o o.o 9o07 12.aa 17.91 11.64 
50P....999 ypn 0,0 5.46 0.0 Q,Q 0 0 0 0 O.Q n.o &..53 rl.o 1( &9 1 0 0 0 o Q 1
4 3! 11 !t.'L_Q_._o_______l__l)__,. 
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5 33 2..3,~.92_ft,_1L___20...!tL 
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4 25,91 18,75 21,30 22oC8 1A,4l 
8000 OR MORE VPD U.07 0.0 Q,O l.2o99 D.O o,O O.Q 0.0 l0.7t! l1 ll? n.o J4 ?9 Q o q o o.n
 q o o.o 12 24 
__ c__-'Jj,_<VOW!"UfrM"'''--'-?l~ll 11,4.0 Ia 1/, 15,67 !A <;2 n 57 1!1.9~1.5. 52 !A 46 19.04 21 5" 21 2
B 24.9!t..J__b__.__92.2.L___!t__6__.U,3_0 _ _lA._n_ __ 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF 
AXLES PER TRUCK 
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APPENDIX D 
AVERAGE VEHICLE-TYPE PERCENTAGES AS A 
FUNCTION OF LOCAL CONDITIONS 
87 
-----------------------------------,M~E~ANN~S<o~f~v~EH•Inc~l~E-riV~P~E'>P~~1~N~TAAG~E~S;------------------­
RURAL KENTUCKY HIGHWAYS 
wl'97i6 
-- lOCAL COOE CARS BUSES SU-ZA-41 SU-ZA-61 -~SU-3A C-3A C-4A C-5A--- --l'O'FAL-VEH ___ _ 
CONDITION----------------------------------------
ROAD 1 70.993 Oo3ll 4. 838 
TYPE 2 7lo 523 0.920 8 .. 542 
3 72o6<n Oo649 13.848 
" 74 .. Mr [.OltS H .. 707 --omec- 1 11.646 o. 884 a.6n 
TION 2 7lo 697 Oo816 9o 902 
ALT 1 fle 502 Oo933 9o 370 
~ll~-~---~ . - _:JZHJ- 0.855 a. B72 
3 14. 82 5 Oo717 10.293 
SERVICE 1 79o656 0.365 11.118 
PROVIDED 2 7lt;Oi)) o. 325 11.766 
3 7lo501 0.923 a. 961 
" 13,096 u:.-189 8o3l3 5 68.629 O.i.B:94 9.534 
60.105 a. 139 ,n;:os-6 
11.867 lw405- 1'3 .•. 809 
r •. oltO 9.ib9 
··~·-- .. •-.. -···-.. "1 <>:>0:>:1, Vo-VD::;J llo951 
VOLUME l 69.057 l.ol23 11~ 709 
--·--.~ 2 G<h-161 o.t(B4 OoJN 
l 70'oU8 Oo~899 U.oVta 
4 ll'oU:.64 0~967 lO~OiU 
5. '70~'1.62 l.Oi6 8 .. 66.1 
--;·-~ .-:-6·------....,....--· .. 7r;z97-·.~o;"7_'51t~-- -8-.·32'7 
1 7l.o973 0~629 6-.M.4 
8 II. 004 o. Hi3. 6 .. A2'J··· 
9 BOo 251' 0-o-681 5• 884 
lo 18 .• _3% Oo·$2-6 lo128 
25 0- 529' 12t*'CJ6-1 
9o261-.....,. 
8o10i 
c.f.9l6 
~--·· 
7-.0.Ii!i 
tT;lf0_6" 
5o387 o. 700 2.363 llo 092 4.310 
Bo450 lo043 4.508 4.265 Oo740 
9o 981 Oo864 Oo942 Oo830 Ool90 
T.-7"69- 0. 3Z<J 1.037 o. ZIO o. 005 
So 302 - -o~-aas 4.255 4o472 Oo930 
8o86l lol98 3. 399 3o 478 Oo64l 
_..673 o. 837 4.297 3o624 Oo759 
8~4?9 t.on·-~~-60-- ---o;qoa 
s.sJa 0.796 lo491 3o079 o. 250 
5.097 o. 312 2o 363 o. 741 Oo349 
7.9ll 1.598 Oo868 2o293 lo 235 
8.364 Oo 827 3o704 4o858 o. 655 
--e-~·o·t:. 1--------u. (41 Jogq7-· 4el52 0.809 
9o402 lo,27J 4o914 4.421 o.930 u.-xn--- r. st3 io4/2; 2. 815 I.i'J69 
&o93.3 lolllO 1o360 lo 369 o. 187 
5.888 o •. z 71 i .. 44b 1.275 0.296 
s. 766 Oo5S3 Oo 979 1Qo596 1. 5"~-~ 
lOoB70 Oo22B 0',.175 Oo187 0.051 
--11.429'"". -·o:;&:8.9 le.343 0~"6TO 0.100 -
J:.O,o)I}O Oo862 2..-162 2.•531 0 .. 359 
a·.uaa I•·t'2:6 3.66-t 3.,6-ob- o,75o 
a.s-37 t.,\!66. 5..-litl 3.949 o.4s3 
a.2a1 -o .. 9H · .. ~li';n.-,------~-;,-no ·---o~-'908 
7o'Si2: Oo969 3' .. 484 6..'J6.7 1.811 
'lio.244" · --cr;oli:::r--·~,-;mn--:---"4--;'3"20~~0" 
5oO.S8 0.482 3.6-ll 2o668 lo344 
6,'41_5 0.453 4.114 2. 539 0~ 
. 9:.1:45 
9:'o-HL 
a-•ror 
6 ... 9'+3 
7o998 
8~385 
7·825' 
to. 097 
· ·o.~'4·6q "' ---o?f·o·oi---o-~n---o·;o:1t,a 
o .. a1o- 1 .. oo9 o. 879: o;o32 
•t-; 079"'""'"----z;·978~"~9'8~--· '0~"'24'8 
1.zoa. I-.289 s.679 3.586. 
io339 3o458 4o704 1o241 
o; 65-r--t;;tsa:-~"3-6--·~r;Tir 
Oo836 4o9lZ 4o4Zl Os.785 
r. 32F -- ·--z-;;suz---------------zsJ·--·---o·;; 5 s s 
9~}49. U.UI OoS:21 J.tiiO 0.461 O.Ol9 
· 9;o.02~ 9._585 0.,691 7d.5A o.-518 0.029 
--·----9-.188 9o'B07 1ol90 ~--7.329 l.oia Oo030 
"'"'D.::J~ v •. ~~-l 8,.298_ _ tf0 $·3b_ _0.90.0 4..-888 4o56.1 , Oo072 
498 0'-'164 s ... <J:mv-----7,669 --o;Ms: 2.54'1-------s-.. ""95-z;--------o-;o63 
,:>::t'f U;.f:;Jij _a;._8()7 ,8.;0,37 lol95 2 ... 152 7o06'4 0 0 209 
·26 a:._645 e.~r4q r.usr---r;sga t.-652 o.95o 
.. "T.. "·"'"''"" 10.233 7.,068 1.389 o .. 968 4 .. 201 2._966 
481. tJ.S6Z m ... un 6..-!J"Z&" u;-_squ----------u;nl 3..-215 ---;;·oao 
:8.;968 
. '9';;04.'$ 
"9.T6.R 
9. L4f 
9 .. 092' 
88 
9. 2'6·2 
3..-2:68 
1.;6'50 
~ 
h 1'96 
0.9ib' 
a.~az. 
0..-9lt-5 
a. so? _ ... --1~.9~1 
5.-069 4 0 633 4:-;225 ·--t;;;ozs·-
z.s2a 3.46·1 
4. 23/ -4.-.662 
3o937 4. 104 
o. 770 
o.·4 11 
O~<iliB 
l-.112 
o. 84_-!._ __ 
341175 
5fii6622 
53 85tH 
----14874 
39342-41 
2157017 
126-4033 
-4340900--
486325 
12717 
67011 
883817 
3343836 
1370128 
'74622 
251972 
8-4805 
235(} 
20861 
72488 
425482 
IT38208 
1100189 
1666873 
772005 
42'740.8 
3 74.324 
73-420 
16.6380 
2041497 
2517781-
1165600 
1200319 
154'6147 
2006271 
1336$15 
355399 
666026 
82lll9 
"(6686,2 
796518 
761350 
7585.19 
804565 
300840 
ll83755 
1460505 
2061'552 
1!185446 
-------------,;sTIIDAN~D~A~RUOnO~E~VTIAATITiliUl'fS--OF VEHICLE T{J'>·E~PE~Rmt~E~N~I~A~G~E~s------­
RURAL KENTUCKY HIGHWAYS 
LOCAL 
CONDITION 
ROAD 
TYPE 
DIREC--
TION 
ALT 
ROUTE 
SERVICE 
PROVIDED 
--CIIDE CARS BUSES ·su:.·zA-4T SU-2A:;;,6T -------su-JA C-JA C-4A -1:-SA 
1 lt.lOS 0 .. 159 le 303 
Z 6o9-Q{f Oo605 3e 189 
3 6o934 0.634 ~ .. m 
-- lil5 -----"t 1 .. 272 0,939 5-
m 
!lo924 
l 5.619 -z-- ·-------·7.'341 
3 7 .. 817 
= 0 .. 623 
o. 650 
o-.-6os 
Oo574 
~-5T3 
4~ 299 
4~069 
3. 707 
4o474 
~~ 314 
3~419 
6o043 
4 .. 665 
3e 901 
3. 8 71 
3.655 
3 .. 876 
4.600 
Oo353 lo095 4o771 4o090 
2. '160 4. 326 --4.155-------1.982 
2oi:::96 lo269 lo545 Oo848 
o. 779-- --r~-r:i·<)·6···---o;;-~~0.-(f2i 
1 ~-g·e r-----4-.;'3T2- -- ----·4;-!rtt9 .... _ '"2. -394 
2o9l9 3o608 3o964 lo670 
1. 077 
2.132 
lo096 
4.276 
4.235 
lo481 
3.802 
4.543 
3.938 
lo818 
2o347 
o. 510 
1 9o810 Oe356 5o647 3o515 Oo346 3o 748 
0:"73''r 
Oo699 0.652 
2 1. o 4 8 o • 3 3 J :r::fiiT·-·-···4:'4 72~--T~Ttfi; lo 716 
3 6ol41 Oo 557 3o435 3o664 Oo975 3.667 3.876 
------4 6.soo o;z,-o·s-- · 3·.122 3.616 o.-675 4.064 -'i.-6-31 
lo 480 
1.'>07 
2.-1 (;10 
z. 462 
z-~4ao 
Oo366: 
1ol89 
o.o 
5 o.saz o.sn 3.686 3-.954 2.388 4o640 4o366 
""6"'" ----~ffi7tn·-------zy;-_szy6 -----7i. 116 7. 222. 4~ 19.4 ·taaa --3-~--691-· 
7 5..-315- Oo746 3ol!:t'l 4o-087 lo748 lo074 lo 594 
a 4.415 o.TL6 2o683 lo flb 0~ 1o.859 lo505 
9 o.o63 o.o· _ _9~·-~_o4 o.·004 o.ooo o.ooo- o.ooa 
VOLUME 1 9o758 le3l9- So423 - ---- -----.....-,--·-z-·-----·----11-.n:~------~3~---~- 4~~ 2!>0 
3 7oB93 Oo7l9 3o6,S4 
4 6o 994 O .. b63 3d61 
5 To938 Oo643 3.272· 
6 6.. 088 Oo462 3.-.3.55 
7 4o·SB2 Oo'306 2. 261 
- B ------<t~~-""lr;72"2" ----2.39-8 
9 4 .. 494 o .. zso 2.389 
TOTAl VEH 
341175 
5196622 
536587 
14874 
3934241 
2157017 
1264033 
-4340900 
486325 
12717 
10 3.219 0.265 [,5(6 lo314 Oe344 2.148 1.363 0 0 410 73420 
H A C W 
AREA 
Vi!AR 
SEASON: 
., 
' ... 3 .. 
4 
·--·----·~tr.;Toa---u-.;n'3·--~- 4·;. 61 a 
7o713 0 .. 651 3o6.l.O 
6 .. 125 u.szz .T;4ol 
6.223 0.439 3:.4'16 
l 6o247 Oo460 3el23 
·-z r.zn u.szv-·-· --;r;-ae7 
3. 6.605 0.650 3.043 
-4 7.934 -0'~"11'0 .. 3',;:7_Z9. 
1 r.6sa: o.&st 4;, uo 
2 1. na o. 648 J-.6-i:rll 
,-,----- ··· --·-a.o1.74 · o.o_oo ·4 . .-13-9 
4 6.226 Oo5l5 3o3'65 --s e;nz OQ5:aa~--:----1:;.~7P 
6 1.191 o.48a l~S57 
~a Oo539 3.911 
8 6o803 Oo515 3-;;-968 
·--"-··------q- 5.114 o.4rr--q.;·ooo 
-1---- ---7::6-.u-~-o~ 6-26 
2 6.501 \t;OOl"'"'" 
3 6-e 715 Qe'566 
4 6.539 o.olf! 
:hazo 
c~~824 
3~'963 
J;1f3"9 
A~-~-·-~-~ 7.123 (h616 3'..-87.4 
89 
7. 506 
3.968 
3o26S 
z. 736 
3.,0-16-
3. 859 
2 .. 9'40 
5a 208 
= hA6o 
4~·sao 
-3-.0365-. 
::r;j:i·6s 
3. 562 = 2o1_88 
2._452 
4.;:dcn 
3;, 136 
4 . ..-111 
3io140 
3..-899 
l.AOO 
2.1-55 
z. 803 
1.951 
z. 493 
Q.S46 
o. 703 
4o273 
a·~ 734 
Sa 060 
---z-.Ltza · 
0.932 
o·;o·o3--
l.oas 
----4.--s·ao 
3.837 
3.411 4. 701 
--4.483 ---·z.·~·an 
4o665 4o434 
-2.974 ---3~041 
0.119 
Oo07l 
o. a 14 
3o552 
2. 865 
-·---z~£"16 
Zo 023 
1. 271 
0.319 5.370 0.339 o.csl 
o.ooz s.t55 o.39o o.osl 
3·.356 4.543 0.,835 0.059 
ld92 3o468 30 626 Ool99 
lo 113 ~~"-·l::;v47 .. -· --lf-i'S'~i) -----1) .;.116 
4~465 1o629 4o765 
r.o1ZZ r.ato s.zo~ 
z. 391 o. 787 3.36-9 
o.8Z4- --o.auu-- -·-·z.Ta4---
Oo759 
r.430 
3.094 
···4·. 581 
166380 
2041497 
2517781 
1365600 
1200319 
1546147 
2006277 
l3365l5 
35-5399 
66601:!6 
82:1119 
7666b2 
7965UI 
761350 
'75if5f9 
!10456!1 
360840 
3.:2i 7 
1.-599 
4o619 4o889 2ol41 1183755 
--~4-;Jrs--- "-4"~·n8 - l .. 439 14605os 
i.::i:~ 3~3-37 3o568 2e26!1 2061552 ·4.163 4o865 2.574 1365446 
z. 3~~---4~~.~ 4o374 2.158 
06 
SN()IO:.IC!NOCJ 'J:VC"lO't. 
110 NOilDNfill V SV S 1 'lt\;rr J.INfl :;IDV<Il!AV 
ll Xlartll<r<iV 
LOCAL 
CONDITION 
CODE 
~lEA:/ 
UNIT EHL'S 
VEHICLE TYPE SU-2A--lfT 
KENTUCKY MSI!O 
STD DEV ;-mAN 
'lODIFIED AASHO 
STD %V }JEA"t STD DE\T 
TOTAL 
VOLUHE 
------·-·----------· 
RCAO 
TYPE 
1 o~o o.c o .. oa4a a .. o a.oo4o _-"o".-"o',,---
2 a .. 04o~ a .. 7016 6":·ca63 a .. (l33T o.o063 - o.o331 
3 c.o533 o.2ssa o.0054 o.0061 o.cas4 o .. oo6·1 
4 ~-- o .. o c.o o.o a:-cr·- o.o 
_ __!~_ 
10465 
1727 
0 
DIRECT- 1 0 .. 0475 0.8253 0.0065 0.0389 0 .. 0065 a .. -0389 -65-75--
IDN 2 o.o329 c .. 1679 g .. coss o.oo_'?_?__ o .. ooss __ p.ooss --~Tl!!___ 
ALT 1 c.C945 1 .. 0063 o .. ooa4 o .. 0471 o.oo84 o.a471 5628 
ROUTE 2 o.oo52 o .. o279 o:-004s 0.0022 o.oo4s --- o.o022 ---6-630 
3 C.C 0 .. 0 0.0042 C.0007 0.0042 0.0007 ____ 91 
SERVICE 1 Q.O 0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 C.O 0 
PRCVIDEO 2 4.0000 6 .. '3282 0 .. 1925 0.3265 0.1925 0-.3265 6i'--
3 c.oc95 o .. o378 o.o04':l o.oo31 o.o049 o.oo31 2047 
4 o .. o1o6 o.os8<> o.o049 o .. oo4o o.o049 o.oo4Cf 5530 
5 o.oo39 0.0128 c.oo44 o.oott o.oo44 c.oolt 4234 
6 o .. o a.c o.oo4o c.o o .. aa4o o.o ·-.. ·-------12_3 __ 
7 0 .. 4062 0 •. 5828 0.0145 Oo0131 0.0145 0~0133 354 
8 a .. o o.o c .. o o.o---- o.o ·· o.o o 
9 o.o o.o o.o o .. o o.o c .. o a 
\ICLUME 1 0 .. 0 0.0 G.CC41 C.COC4 0 .. 0041 C.000-4 
--- 2 c.oo35 o.oll3 c.oo45 o.-0014 o.oo45 o.oot'~,'-----
522 
874 
1112 
2059 
2829 
M A G W 
3 o.1o53 o.332':l o.oo12 o.oo8s o.oo12 a .. coas 
·4 a.l625 1.5534 o.o121 -o.a732 o .. o1-.n- --o-=--o·J32--
s 0.0035 0.0104 0.0044 0 .. 0010 0.0044 0.0010 
6 o .. oc83 o.0435 c .. cC4 7 o.0034 o .. o047 o.CC34 
1 o.o212 o .. lC79 o .. oo6o o.oo68 o .. oo60 o .. oo68 
8 0.0 0.0 0.0040 o .. o 0.0040 c.o 
9 o .. o o.o c .. oo46 o.ooo8 o.oc-46 o.ooo8 
10 c.c o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
3599 
939 
367 
48 
--0-
I 
2 
0.0 
C.Ol59 
0.0 
0.0663 
O .. CC41 G.OOC3 O.QQ4l c.oco3 1346 
3 
4 
~lY2_5_a 
0.2042 
0.1656 
1 .. 7772 
0.0052 0.0046 0.0052 0.0046 5256 
0.0050 o .. oo-43 ~ i:r~·oo50 'C .. 00-43 4519 
o .. ol39 o.oB31 c .. ot39 0.-01337 1168 
IIR·EA 1 0 .. 1220 1 .. 3475 c.o1oo o.0635 0.0100 o.0635 2835 
2 o.ooss o.o340 o.oo21s o.oo26 u.om:: o .. oo26 2316 
3 o.oue o.c625 o.oosc o .. oo4t o .. aaso o .. oo4I 3105 
4 o.o368 o .. 194CJ ---------o.c·os3 o.oo4a (r~oo-~·r·r-~· -o:-co48 _____ 4b93 
YEAR n nn-.n o .. oos2 o.co3o_____ 1110 
0.0043 0.0010 11398 
u.oorz c.cOBz 1184 
UoVIJ£J UoUV"t.L 0.0003 0.0041 C.0003 3744 
~.0515 a.oo54 o.ocJ7iC--·-··-- o.ao54 ---c.oo4_o__ 901 
0.0 0.0042 0 .. 0003 0.0042 C .. OC03 857 
n.(l rL0(141 0.0006 _____ .'(j'~"(f04-'f 0.0006 446 
C.Ol57 0 .. 0849 Oo0l57 O.C84'> 1354 
" Uo1f07l! = = o. ao23 o. uosr o:trrrZ3... 255 
A-m--A -G··-E--·-s c.0415 0 .. 6443 o.--c-061 o-~-o-:nf2-- 0 ~ 0 061 0.0302 12349 
91 
LOCAL 
cO:'lDITION 
com:: xmm;ct:Y 
liEJIJ~! ST:J !lEV 
U"HT E\:L'S 
VElliCLE TYPI: SU"·2A-·fiT 
MS!iO 
l !Et\.:·1 STD DEV 
'l01JE'IED AASi!O 
'·!EA:l STD D"F\V 
TOTAL 
VOLII:!E 
ROAD 1 2.2685 0.5453 C~l587 0.0281 0.1587 C~0281 1534 
---·-TYPE 2 3 .. 1048 3.3595 C.1807 --··0.0858 0~1807 0.0858 20412 
3 4 .. 5115 8.4677 C.l751 0.118<; 0.1751 C.l18G 1443 
4 o.c o.c c.o o.o o.o c.o 0 
--0-H·'ECT 1 3.0705 3.17C1 C.1807 -C-.0888 0.1807 c:lJ"fl"ife--··-··--1.34·()"8. 
ION 2 3 .. 3920 5.286<; 0.1756 0.0855 0 .. 1756 9_~_9_§_~---·----~9.?1. 
AlT 
ROUTE 
SERVICE 
PRCV [OED·-
2 
3 
3.3950 
3.0805 
3.1264 
5.4725 
3.1475 
1.8013 
C~1759 
0.1796 
c 1995 
Q.0894 
O.OB60 
0. 0966 
0~1759 
0.1796 
0.1995 
c.Ca94 
c.ca6o 
c.0966 
<}159 
13868 
362 
1 c.o c.c o.o o.o o.o c.o c 
2 1.n51 o.oa8t o.t";r.;2 o .. oz93 o.12n o.o293 --cg··-
3 3 .. 8928 4 .. 9832 0.1977 0.1188 0.1971 0.1188 4601 
4 2 .. 6179 1.5532 o. 0 .. 0664 0.1688 0.0664 11910 
5 2.6471 1.4473 C.l701 0.0641 0 .. 1101 0.0641 64C9 
6 4.438c o.c c.2422 o~o 0.2422 c .. o ----74--
7 25.9040 15.CC36 0.4497 0.1615 0.4497 0.1615 270 
a c~o o.o c. a o~o ------~ o.o o.o c 
<; c.o o.c c.o o.o o.o c.o 0 
VCLUt-iE 1 l.BCCB 1.1673 0.1271 0.090E 0.1271 C.0908 33C 
----'"- 2 3.2372 2.2850 o.1asa o.-096"3 o.1858 c.o963 --8"T3 __ _ 
3 5.813<; 10.0731 0.2202 0.1576 0.2202 0 .. 1576 1189 
T--·- 2".5431 l-E875 i:f~T%"3 0.0753 0.1563 C.075"3"" 3130 
5 2.8495 3.7822 0.1714 0.0897 0.1714 0.0897 5011 
6 2.BB52 1.'5332 C.l/83 0.0580 D.T783 c.0580 6574 
7 2.9626 1.2014 0.1871 0.0456 0 .. 1811 0.0456 3842 
---------:,~--~5"'.-;,.;:,;;9.;;.,3 7.5C39 0.2159 o.llOO 0.2159 C.1100 2219 
9 3.7450 1.4890 0.2202 0.0521 0.2202 0.0521 281 
-----------·--·----10 o.o o.o c.o o~o cr;·o---- o~o o 
tJ A G W l 2 .. 8900 2.5882 Ll641 O.l04<J 0.1641 Od04<J 1022 
AREA 
YEAR 
A V E I<···A--··c;- E S 
2 2.1692 1.1340 C.1489 0.0632 0.1489 0.0632 9155 
3 3.9911 5.6481 0~!91"f3'.... --o·.o94i'l ··· -----o~--··· c~o946 -8941 
4 3.5293 4.0008 0 . 1973 0.0871 0.1973 O .. OB71 4271 
- -~---""-" 
0.1673 0.0615 0~1673 C.C615 
o.uzq ooro3e o.uzg o.ro38 
LOU-'L.L ..... """'"' C.l758 0.0651 0.1758 C.0651 
" 4.9630 7.7775 o.t992 o.114B o.-1992 o.U48 
4635 
= 8614 
---6-ils--··· 
1 1.8375 t.231e c.1211 o.0743 o.1211 c.o743 3187 
2 2.2012 o.7CJ"17 0.1569 o.04SB 0.1569 a.0458 2911 
~ Z.3CC2 1.1231 0.1601 o .. Odl 0.1601 C.0611 2546 
4 2.7588 1.6759 C.l714 0.0713 0.1714 0.0?13 4798 
5 3.8248 2~'5026 C.2304 0.1132 0.2304 C.ll32 ··--·-2668-
C 3.4185 2 .. 1C?<i C.l863 0~066C 0.1863 0.0660 2047 
7 4.4785 6.8524 C.2007 0.1049 0.2007 C .. lC4'i __________ T7'3'l 
8 4.7680 7.6833 C.2025 0.10<i9 0.2025 0.1099 3131 
0:: 2.6030 1.2171 C.l/25 O.OSII 0.1125 C.05Tr-----·------grc 
3.1945 '1.1207 c::T787 ~ O~T7137 c-:·ctf7t-- 23389 
92 
LOCAL 
CONDITION 
~C.AO 
1'1' P E 
OIRECT-
ICN 
CODE 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
l.':HT e/T.,'S 
V1':HICLC TYPF, SU -JA 
T:T::'fi'UCY.Y 
:t:~N.; 
c.12c;o 
o;. 108C 
23.1424 
a.o 
S'I'D :n;v 
'3.5267 
12.9214 
35.453.5 
a.c 
9.4560 14.4354 
lC. <;!<; 6 6 -~-~ ~Q__4_!__ 
Afl.:>l!n ·:0DU'IED .\,•\S~H1 
. [J::\:-1 ST:! :);w ''EA:l STD l}f\V 
C.266l 0.1553 0.4151 C.268C 
-0 • 3 2 6_0 ___ ----o:-·2'4 ~· --o.-sTI6--o;-382-4_. __ 
C.535E C.5667 Oo8017 Oo8447 
G.O - --0~0 cr~o---------o:-o 
---c-. 3 ns ----o . 2 s 6-o-----·- o. s16~-- --o----:-:fs 5T 
c.35n o.3334 0.5486 c.sc24 
--- ·--- ·-- ----- ---
TOTAL 
VOLUiiE 
140 
1890 
150 
0 
12G9 
- 88 .l 
~lT I 1C.65E.l U3.'>923 C.3481 0.347C 
0.5304 C.519S 8'31 
RCUTE 2 G.7835 14.3197 c.336{ 0.2503 
0.5319 C.390C 1310 
----------''---"'.-.·'-'"'"o"s-___ 4. 220_5 __ ~~ ___ u_._ll 77 o. 4 a 59 c.
 _1 11.'!. 39 
SER\JICE 
PRO\JIOEU 2 
' 4 
5 
6 
7 
s 
' 
c.c 
~.4435 
14.37C3 
7.6 f26 
5.6740 
4.9CJ2C 
'3S.A783 
o.c 
c.o 
o.c 
IJ:Li'':339 
22.6647 
~
5.5134 
c:-c--
:n .4C35 
0:0 
c.o 
c.o a.o o.o c.c 
·a.2649-- o.ot41 0.3755 c.oT03 ____ ----
C.3578 0.3261 0.5663 0.5063 
c.32of o.Za9l o.5c64 0.3Z02 
C.2671 0.2039 0.4113 C.3198 
o.364d·---o-.-o------ o.4494---·-o--:o · 
1.1404 C.52G8 1.6980 0.7S50 
--~- ---- ~---------o:o--- --o-:a 
c.o o.o o.o c.o 
0 
47 
3"9 
lTI2 
472 
4 
126 
c 
0 
VGLUfJIE 1 1.3986 1;.741S C.OS30 0.0969 
0.1355 C.l615 7 
----~---~···- 2 3.6633 4.<;6,----r----o.1·nJ.---o.z26
6 ____ ----o:._~-·--o-;3z45-~·-·------·--42 
3 :25.-2502 36.2281 0.5347 0.5813 0.831
4 C .. 8531 149 
4 e.3661 15.4769 ·-~1!6_3 __ --cr~-3CJ2_1_ ----o-;i;t;t6- o.50l6
 236 
5 1.0448 7.3153 C.2930 0.2356 0.464
6 0.356<; 436 
6 7.2825 3.941!5 0.32/l o.lSlq o:-sTIZ o.-
2367 634 
7 9.332'9 7.4444 C.3650 0.2036 0.574
g 0.3332 
-----·--- 8 2C.7172 27.IC86 c.-4686 ---
o--;3L]4 ------rr-;6967·--C.45ET--· 
414 
--z--3Cf 
P. A G W 
A~EA 
S 1<;1.'9960 6.612'7 C.6245 0,0658 0.940
2 Q.C834 
to c.a o.o o.a--- o~--o ------o-;-a--·--------c:·o--
r 
2 
3 
4 
1 
= 5.6330 
14.028 5 
10.6706 
/.6802 
2 /.4554 
3 7.5174 
T.7rrl 
4.3851 
21.5111 
14.3586 
6.S326 
0.1366 C.l446 0.1880 C.1941 
a.2ssc o.l746 0-4105 0.27513 
G4~ ··---c-"3502--···--a-. "ti5I6--~~5"204-
0.3453 0.2578 0.5392 0.4249 
G.3311 0.2309 C.5062 G.357C 
0.2429 0.25<p; 0 .. 4021 
0.3226 0.1918 0.5135 
32 
0 
23 
7SO 
- 942 
435 
437 
= 926 
-----·---4---nr0s<rc 
14. 15Y4 
5.63% 
2-8'~ ~o----cy. 4 2 8 a· ---·<r-:616;'!" 
c.n71l 
C.30l4 
c-~-6T3-z-- 55l 
---YEAr----- 1 ---4 .. :-4't04··--4-~75cs · --a·;T'-JC7 ---o-.zcrss- --cr.-3242- ---c3Tii5___ 
132 
2 5,6077 4.3C04 0.2538 0.1710 0.4121
 0.2751 24<:1 
3 6,2453 3.53t:I C.2852 0.1161 0.4620 
t.(<J47 zg4 
4 5.957<; 6.1118 C.2543 0.1856 0.3936
 C.2931 480 
----··------·· s ta.21ao a.4Bqn ~o~ ---~9~-
-- o.646 .. ~c··;-39n-·-- 168 
6 12.3121 16.C816 0.4554 0.3120 0 .. 6866
 Co4653 232 
·---------··--7-· 17.6ZlCJ-----y3.3C43 c.452'9~-cf
.Joa1 0.6884 c~-4-tf?-- .. --- 185 
8 1C.C872 26.7364 0.4312 0.4453 0.6464
 0.6632 339 
<; 15.4322 22.6324 0.3591 0.2158 C .. 6207 C.-
4~-------ror--
AVI:--p:--A~T -s- 1C .. 0445 l6.1Z!!<i ·c.JJ<Jr---o--
.z-~------u:-~------------e--:-..--39-,-- 2180 
93 
UNIT El.)'L 'S 
VEHICLE TYPE C-3A 
LOCAL CODE KENTUCKY AASHO NODIFIED MSHO TOTAL 
CONDITION }illAN STD DEV HEAN S1'D DEV l1BAN STD DEV VOLUHE 
ROAD 1 6.7608 2.2514 0.1167 0~5077 0. 1167 7C5 
TYPE 2 9.0137 5.8794 0.2394 0.6159 0.2394 11376 
3 10.4281 17.8593 0.7486 0 .. 5984 0~7486 62 
4 o.o .o o.o . 0 
DIRECT- 1 9.3428 7.673l 0.6280 0.2913 0.6280 0.2913 7105 
ION 2 8.1347 3a'J101 0.5718 0.2256 0.57U3 0.2256 2.9.~"-
All 1 8.4253 6 .. 3817 0.5821 0.2917 0 ... 5821 0.2917 4929 
ROUTE 2 9.2079 6.6523 0. 6 241 0.2545 0 .. 60Hi 0.254.5 7167 
3 5.5420 4.72'l6 0.4132 0.2985 0 .. 4132 0.2985 47 
SER'tHCE 1 o.o o.o c.c o.o o.o o.o 0 
PROIJIDED 2 5 .. 6940 0 .. 0636 0.4366 o .. o4l<J 0 .. 4366 0.0419 29 
3 9.7485 9.6735 0.6483 0.25'i15 0.648.3 0.2595 2197 
4 9 .. 2643 6.31YO 0. 6-245 0.3051 0.6245 0 .. 3051 6569 
5 7.7847 3.5523 0.5547 0.2013 0.5547 0.2013 3319 
6 7 .. 2180 o.o 0.4378 o.o 0.4378 o.o 6 
7 7 .. 3890 2.9251 0.5536 0.2384 0.5536 0 .. 2384 23 
a o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o -·o 
9 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0 
VOLUME 1 19.9770 30.30"14 0.9099 1~1607 0 .. 90'i19 1.1607 17 
2 16.2083 28.6535 0.6966 0.7156 0.6966 0~7156 42 
3 7.3226 5 .. 0268 0 ~ 5110 0.3181 0 .. 5110 0.3181 169 
4 7 .. 94 36 3.5492 0.5554~ 0.2332 0 .. 5534 0.2332 1227 
5 8.9645 4.0120 0.6320 o. 2284 0 .. 6320 0.2284 3508 
6 8.9114 4.22155 0 .. 6118 o.2313l.l 0.6!18 0 .. 2388 4092 
7 8 .. 5588 3.0719 0~6002 0.1719 0 .. 6002 0.1719 2384 
a e.734B 2.7545 0.6101 0.1431 0.6101 0.1431 614 
9 6.1510 1.8555 0.5118 0.1096 0.5118 0 .. 1096 90 
10 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
__ , __ ,_,_ 
. """(f"" 
M A G W 1 12.8738 20.506 3 L fooo 0.8534 0 .. /Coo 0.8534 45 
2 9.6'780 7.7532 0.6449 0.2886 0.6449 0.2886 6571 
3 8.5961 3.4246 0.5947 0.1778 0.5<;47 0.1778 ------4217"" 
4 7.07'90 3.0314 0.5299 0 .. 1814 0 .. 52'39 0 .. 1814 1310 
AREA 1 6.960CJ 3 .. 2860 0.5066 0.1'i129 0.5066 0 .l'il29 184c 
2 10.070li II .. 10111 0.6292 0. 3 5 I I 0 .. 6~ 0 .. 351/ 2108 
3 9.3217 4.5760 0.64.55 0.2564 o .. 6455 0 .. 2564 6278 
4 8.5918 3.9560 0 .. 5CJ82 0~2350 0.5982 0 .. 2350 1911 
YEAR ___ - .. 
1 6.0821 4.5240 0.4413 0.2981 0.4413 0 .. 2981 1586 
2 9.851'9 3.7674 0 .. 6809 0 .. 2163 0.6809 0.2163 2428 
' 11 .. 6198 3.1198 O .. II<:JI O.lt/5 o. 1191 0 .. 1115 2508 4 <.l .. 8127 9.6333 0.6215 0.2't70 0.6215 0 .. 2470 2569 
5 8.7034 2.7507 0.6090 0.1455 0.6090 0 .. -1455~"------a ~-,--
6 7 .. 0251 3.3398 0.5028 041429 0 .. 5028 O.l42'il 717 
7 6~4242 2 .. 2730 0.4913 0.1428 0.4'H3 0.1428 --- 5SB 
8 9.5955 10.9791 0.6356 0~4598 0.6356 C.45'i18 6la 
g 6. 12103 3 .. 5614 0.5265 0.2183 UG 5265 0.2183 31a 
AIJERAGES 8.8944 6~5605 C.6071 0.2702 0.6071 -·o:2TC 2 ·-~ .. -- ---------r21 4 3 
94 
UNIT EHL'S 
VEHICLE TYPE C-4A 
LOCAL CODE KENTUCKY AASUO l'!ODIFIED MSHO TOTAL 
CONDITION NEAN STD DEV l·illAN STD DEV '1EA~ STD DEV VOLUME 
ROAD l llo547C 3 .. 1531 c. 7181 o. 14 8 a 0.8419 c .182 7 3150 
TYPE 2 15.4852 9.3296 0.8218 0.3289 1.0090 0 .. 4381 109-L;5··-
3 21.5461 22.1746 0.7775 0.5681 0.9627 0.7273 22f 
4 c.o o.o c.c o.o o.o o.o 0 
D1fn:c~-- l 16.9244 10 .. 8113 0 .. 8775 0.3361 1.0784 C .. 4500 -----~Lr<n 
ION 2 11.9912 6.48l:J8 0.6712 0. 2~-~~ 0.8092 0.3396 493Q_ - --~ .. --- ----
ALT 1 13.3289 12.6905 0.6862 0.3333 0 .. 8306 0.4306 3037 
ROUTE 2 16.0684 8 .. 3921 0 .. 8'596 0.3108 L0547 C .. 419C 10'>183 
3 12.76aB 7 .. 7463 {].6295 {],3381 0.7407 0.4039 301 ------·----
SERIJJCE l c.o o.c c.c o.o o.a c.o 0 
PROVIDED 2 58 .. 6528 24.3714 1.6165 0.4985 2.1276 0 .. 6607 62 
3 16.4054 8 .. 0706 .0.8791 0.2929 1.0907 0 .. 405':.l 2847 
4 15.1038 9. 497?- 0 .. 7882 0.3024 0.9566 0.4002 8146 
5 13.1598 7. 3966 0 .. 7602 0 .. 3488 0.9217 0.4434 3243 
6 c.o o.o 0.0420 o.o 0 .. 0360 o.o l 
7 16.0787 7.31<J2 c .. 712-.;) 0.1243 0.9165 0.2513 22 
8 o.o o.o a.o o.o o.o o.o -----o-
" c.o o.a a.o o.o o.o a.a 0 
VOLUME l 2 .. 4000 3 .. 3226 Oo2l'l6 0.2473 0 .. 2476 0. 2937 6 
2 23 .. 9338 24 .. 4528 0 .. 8037 -·~---~ -·0 .. 4604 0.9274 0.5300 52 
3 19.4607 11.7079 o.882o 0 .. 4056 1 .. 1-488 0.5731 238 
4 21.3722 15.7455 {].<J-466 0.43-86 1.2020 a.sgs4 fit97 
5 12.6771 6 .. 2434 0 .. 7406 0 .. 3017 0 .. 8961 0.3886 2358 
' 12.9852 6 .. ':l260 0./5134 0 .. 3211 0 .. 9114 0 .. 4115 3500 7 15.0196 5.4130 0.8211 0.2134 1.004 7 0 .. 2874 4220 
e 14 .. 93<)9 3 .. 88l'i c.837'r--- 0.1341 1 .. 0072 c.t'9st 2171 
" 16.3311 6 .. 8235 0.8478 o .. 1941 1 .. 0357 0 .. 2701 27" 10 c.o a .. c c.o o.o o.o o.o 0 
M A G W I 13 .. 1114 IB.H3C 0 .. 4636 0.5245 0.5/69 0" 1028 47 
2 8.07C3 12.4310 a.41 74 0.3652 0.4864 0.4588 "'" 3 16.3872 5 .. 2233 G.':l053 b.l'H5 1 .. 1013 0 .. 21'64 8449 
4 1L4440 11.6178 0 .. 8797 0.294a 1.0869 0 .. 4095 4846 
AREA l 1<J.8425 13 .. 0430 C .. 9628 0.3858 1 .. 2106 0 0 5133 2815 
2 15.3652 9 .. 834 I 0 .. 8192 0.3/44 1.0128 o .. 5o95 2954 
3 13 .. 1103 5. 14<J7 C.7402 0 .. 2212 0.8865 0 .. 2784 6278 
4 13.7<J91 10.51:143 a. 140 1 0 0 3117 0.8883 o. 3<165 2'if4 
VEAR 1 2 .. o•:.(?C 3.0218 o .. 1Stf2 0.1530 0 .. 16_2._4"' o-.1111 --12I 
2 5.3724 4. 76a3 C.3600 0.2272 0 .. 4053 0.2544 '"" 3 4.83'33 2.5664 0.3420 O .. llll/ 0.3824 0.1340 373 
4 16 .. 4120 7.2948 0.8705 0.2376 l.062<J 0 .. 3147 2981 
5 18.3276 5 .. 7624 0.9859 0.2045 1.2163 0 .. 292<J 2281 
6 16 .. 1136 5 .. 58'H C.9al5 0.2127 1 .. 1048 a .. 3104 2529 
1 16~223':7 6 .. 7311 c~-8827 0.2431 1 .. 0707 0 .. 3332 -2662 
8 1'1 .. 5410 16.3683 0 .. 8885 0 .. 3671 1-.1092 0 .. 4963 2171 
g n: .. gsz<; 6 .. 30'l3 {}. /586 0. FFI3 O .. q3I5 0.~894 "" --------
AVERAGES 15.251<; 9.8483 0.8076 
... o. 32/e 0 .. 98''72 0 .. 4349 14321 
95 
LOCAL 
CONDITION 
RGAO 
TYPE 
diRECT-
!ON 
All 
ROUTE 
SER'VICE 
PR~v 1D"fo 
___ ________.Yg_!:_~~-
----
fJ A G W 
------
AREA 
CODE 
1 
2 
' 4 
1 
2 
1 
2 
' 
1 
2 
' 4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
< 
1 
2 
' --'4-
5 
6 
1 
8 
UNIT EHL';: 
Vf,!IICLE TYPE C--5A 
KE::-!TUCKY MSHO I.IQDU'IED AASI\0 TOTAL 
VOL !mE UEfu\1 STD !)EV liE/IN STD DEV :-rEAN STD DEV 
l4.12t.6 
19" 95 2 5 
16.9600 
c.o 
3.443S 
17.3973 
15 .. 7222 
o.o 
C.7327 
Q.BO<J4 
c.726t: 
o-;:o 
0 .. 148C 
0 .. 5165 
o.5C43 
0:0 
1.1051 
1~2548 
1.0556 
o:-a 
C.2335 
o. 8035 
c. 7961 
0:0 
2443 
--~s~ 
25 
0 
22.1 ·~~ •~v~~~-'·"'' '"' ""'"' c.s960 o.4 .. 594 1.3887 a.i2"t'2.------ 3074 
1228 11.3(}53 
13.5862 
20.2235 
9.2112 
c.o 
8 -2.! -'-'------~_!_2 ____ c ~~ .. - 0. 8 8 1 ? ___ () ~-~_rrl____ 
13.5004 
15.4H3 
'3.376<; 
c.e:n8 
0.8473 
0.4344 
0.49~'3 0.9682 C.7514 420 
TL419_5__ 1.3078 6.6645 3865 
0.323"7 Q.6181 0.4793 __________ __ 1_]_ 
u.c a.a c.o a.o c.a a 
~(..,uv UoU ~~n n" t.9ti5---o-:·o 2.9333 c.o· Ui 
24.674- --- -· 1 l"t.';!L:JtJ C.97GC 0.4662 1.5137 C.7405 6<i3 
16.663 7 14.7f-..4t-.. o.73CJ1 o.3791 1.1254 o.s8'35 2831 
l4.528<J ,;Ju c.6784 o.4702 1.0425 a .. 7208 759 12.5l--
c.o (j.- o. a -------o-. a a. o · ---------o:-o------ --o--
2.0000 c.c c.2ooc o.o 0.3100 a.o 1 
c.o o·:c Cf:CJ--- o .o o.o c .. a·---· a 
c.o o.c c.o o.o o.o c.o 0 
c.o o.c c.c o.o o.o c.o 0 
1 <J • 6 8 i5 ___ 18----:-7CTI c. 74'~5 o.6f4o 1:-uoz _ .. cr:-gm-- s 
16.5100 12.124H c.. 7503 0.4722 1.1109 C. 7C39 21 
3-c.7le3 23.3535 --1 .uc c--c. s3c3 1-~-7os4- -c-:if-374 467 
14. O<J57 14-. 87CO I l"l'otli\..U 0o563fl 0.4782 0.,8116 0.7228 283 
13 0 3145 10.0217" " "' ""''' 0.6597 0.417C 1.0157 G.659C 410 
15.5617 7 ' • ~ r •'-'<l'" c.7677 o.3216 1.17Cl c.4890 1s1a 
lt:.7488 1?<;1 c.-7~
- o~-- 1.173A-----c--:-s-tsij _______ nco 
10 •• ---
s 24.35<;5 6.<;884 1.0240 0.1'•93 L6212 0.2735 495 -,,-_---- c.o c.c C ... c· ----o.o o.o -c~-- ------ ------ -{i" 
l 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
' 
"' IO<l?. 11. o5o? (.8583 0.5Pi4 l,1<J3T~~31f0 ... -- ~- 8 
26 
205 
4063 
13.1143 18.5255 
<;.5589 11.05€5 
0.557'9 0.6282 0.8543 0.9559 
:-----'c-~·s·c-sz Cl.4B5-,--- ·a. 7660 T .. 7453 --
22.4187 14.66'H _o _. g_z_o_8 _ o • 3413 _______ 1_._4_?_~ o _____ c_. 54 o a, ___ _ 
24.46lC 1CJ.3CE3 :'1o'-t<Jil. -1-" o:;'t..'".;t Co9349 0.4542 1.4566 0.,7138 924 
21.5264 16 .. 62 /iJ 4 ~''-"-2/i 0.9135 0.4929 1.31i~--0::-76~------rrr1--
12.5637 7.7264 0.633G 0.3491 0.9617 0.5227 1694 
----- ---
17.2119 c. 732-2 o.46J6. ---l-1408 o:--7466 ---- -4-53 4 13.142<; 
-yE~-- 1 26.COOC o.c --o.o t.Bl4o c.o-- 1 
c. 0.7675 0.6030 1.1120 13 
• ~ l.C<.l4l C.308-9 7 
:;.-;";--;-:--- 0.4504 0.8490 0.7072 42 
o:-6853 0.9249 COTIHi____ 34 
0.3171 0.5229 0.5173 74 
---cr.-if -a I~u4o cr;·r.360_____ ---427 
8 24.493'1 0.3848 lo4735 Oe6083 2003 
9 20 .3 3 62 II. 1413 C. 32 US 1 dB4Y----------rr-;s--z5T-·---··--- --nri'l __ _ 
AIJERA-GES . 18.3338 -T5.2253 C./865 0 -~-i'i'5Tll
 1--:.2eas----c .. 1os1 4302 
96 
L6 
. s .• 'Wll M:JJ:S.l!a 
::mr;wramla 1!0.fi. s;~;mms )11!011 
----------;c;p ;cp F"". ;cO ~I C""T~I C;c· ;c~ -O~F;c-;cD E=s .,-1 G~-~-~,-t-Wl$- SHE F T- 1 0 F 5 
(RURAL ONLY! DATE-
DESCR!PT!CN OF PROJfCT ANC COMPUTATIONS PREPARATOR-
DESCRIPTION CE PROJECT 
ROUTE NAME- RCI_JTE NUMBER-
PROJECT ~UMBFR- COUNTY-
PROJECT LIMITS-
LGAOCMETER STATION REFERE~CF (IF ANY!-
DESCRIPTION OF TRAFF!C.}NODESIGN PERI(][) ____ --------------------
DESIGN PERIOD (INCLUSIVE DATESJ.~--------------------
DE~PERIOC IYEARSI-
DESIGN OR EFFECTIVE lOT !VEHICLI'S PER Ql.~l_-: _________________ _ 
TYPF OF EWL !CIRCLE!- KY AASHC MOCIFIED AASHO 
COMPUTAT JC~S 
VEHICLI' 
TYPE 
CARS 
BUSES 
SU-2A-4T 
SU-2A-6T 
su 34 
C-31 
ADJUSTFD 
FRACTION 
(FRO~ SHEFT 41 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
UN IT 
FWL S 
(FROM SHEET 51 
··---------
C-4A 
C-51 
CFSIGN EWLS = 165 X 
DESIGN 
PERIOD 
!YEARS I 
COMPARISON WITH REFERENCE STATION 
X 
98 
X 
X 
AVERAGE UN lT FWL 
ADT 
!VEHICLES 
PTR-DAYI 
X 
SUM 
" SUM 
nF<; JGN EWLS 
1VlAY 1968 
PRE.CICT!Ol\1 Of DESIGN EWLS ___ _ 
!RURAL ONLY! 
DETERIUNATIO~ Of lCCAL-C-(N(iTf!ONS 
-SHEET- 2 OF 5 
DATE-
PREPARATOR-
**FOR EACH Cf THE fCUOWI~G UCAL CCNGHIONS, CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE CODE >1<>1< 
lOCAL CODE 
C!JNDH JON 
ROAD 
TVN 
l 
2 
3 
4 
ll!AfCT!CN l 
2 
DESCRIPTION 
INTERSlATE-NUMBEREO RURAL ROUTE 
vS-NvMBERED RuRAL ROUTE 
KY-NUMBERED RURAL ROUTE 
eTHER RURAL illiUTI 
~~=~ ~~ ::~~~=i ~:~~~ ~-~~~;~~~~T~R!~~~~~C 
AUERNHE l ALTERNATE ROUTE PIWVIOES INFERIOR SE{~VICE 
ROUTE 2 ~0 ALTERNATE RGUH OR SAME QUALITY Or SERVICE 
3 ALTERNATE ROllE PROVIDES SUPER lOR SERVICE 
l PRIMARILY PROVIDES SERVICE TO MAJOR RECRE!I'I"'ONAL ACTIVITIES 
2 PROV!O.fS SIGNIHCANT SERII!CE TO MAJOR RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
3 PROVIDES S.DME SERVICE TU RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
SERViCE 4 ORDINARY 
PROVIDED 5 PROVIDES SOME SERVICE TO MINING ACI!V!TlES 
VGLUME 
MAX lMUI'i 
AJ..LCofteLE 
GROSS 
II EIGhT• 
6 HiOV !DES SIGNIHCANT SERVICE TO .MAJOR MINING ACT! VI Tl ES 
7 PRIMARILY PRCVIDES SERVIC~ TO MAJOR MINING ACTIVITIES 
8 PROV i[)E$ MORE. THAN-01\l:ili\IARY SERVICE TO INDUSTRIAL ACT! VI TIES 
9 PRIMARlLY PROVIDES SERVICE TO MAJOR INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES 
l C-499 VEHICLES PER DAY 
2 SOC-999 VEHICLES P.ER D.AY 
3 lGOC-1999 VEHICLES PER DAY. 
4 2000 2999 VEhiCLES .PER DAY __ __ 
5 3000-3'399 VEhiCLES PEN DAY 
6 4000-5999 vEHICLES P8<'DnA~yr-----·--~---------------------
7 6000-7999 VEHICLES PER DAY 
8 8000-9999 VEHICLES PER DAY 
9 10000-13999 VEHICLES PER DAY 
10 14000 C~ MGRE VEhiCLES PER DAY 
1 30,000 POGNIJ> 
2 42,000 PCUNOS 
3 59,1:40 PCUNDS 
4 73,280 POUNCS 
CTHER PGUhOS -~-----
1 liES I ERN I R l Glil<Arll l S I R! C IS 1 liNU2T------------------
GtUGRAPHICAL 2 SOUTH Ct~I~AL lh!GHWAV CISTR!CTS 3 0 4 0 AND 81 
AREA 3 NUR lli"l:"ENTI'<"AI IH!GhwAYilTSTKTCTS-5--;6·-;- AND 71 
4 EASlERN lhiGrWAY DISTRICTS 9, 10, !1, AND 121 
1 WINIER IJA~LARY-MARCHI 
SEASCK 2 SPRING IAPRll JUNEJ 
3 SUM~ER !JLlY-ScPHMBERJ 
~ fALL (OClObER-OECEMBERJ 
MAY 1968 
99 
001 
g l-: f - --:~:~:;:~:--,~':c:';!:: ~ ~~ ~ :~ --:;~;~:~:~'--- ~ ~: : ~ -+:~;~: ~:g:--~;'!;f:~: ;~::--- ~! -' 
~~~:; ~~~:~ <i"~~:~:~:--~:~i~;;:~:--~:~~~;;:,;---~i~:~:;:,}'-_c:~:~:~:~:--~~~~~':";}i----J:---~----}----
--------~-~~-:~ -~t~:~ ~g~:i ~~~:i- ~-I-~~:z:--~:~i~;;:}:----i~Fg--f~!!::;;::1;4~-----l'---+ 
~~~:~ !~~:~ ~:~:~ --~~t~f'---";e;~:~:~'---~~~-~:~-. -'!'~';~:~:--";e:~:~:g~~:--
__ _,,,",.""'--~'''''.~''---J'"''""."'--~''''"~··"---'""""".'"-_jlQO'"''''--"'""'"."'--'''""."'"'------:'----*-----l'----
~YO·o---•o•o•;•·c---~z6T''> •c•,•,•·o----,•o•o•·•,--- Eso•g L'T'>'O 1Z~'~L o-f (---,,---
--~~g:g :~i:~ zz~-:~ ~~~:g ~~::~ ~~~:~ ~i~:~ ~~~:~r ----6:-----+---';:----
--------"" ____ +:'~,;~:~:'--~;}~~~:e:'--iiji}i::i~'--~~~~~:;:~/c--~:~:~:~:~:--,!''~~:,;:c;;--+i~~;,;:~:--~:~~;~:~;i~--"---:r----+-----li'----
HFg ~~;·~ ~g:~- -~-~~+i--f~~8~~::l;~_!~-g:~ -- ~g:g ~~~:~± --- __ J; ~ 
-----1r~:g ~~~:~ --g;:~ ig~:~ ~~~:%- ~~~:~f- --i~i':~:+:--~~~";c;:~;,:- ; 
----------------------"'''''·"oc_ __ ,,,,,,.cc, "--"'"''''.''---~""'''".''----'''""'".'' _J'''"'~·,c•c_ __ ,"'"'".'"----'"'"'".''''-------"------'c_ ____ ,, ______ _ 
~~g :g;__.;;~~J:~: 6'---*~:g: i -:~;g;~:~:--~~~~;':~:-- -- ;~ ~ :: !~: :g ~i~ :~± 
f.?.O'O 2ZH'O Hb"L £09'0 0?~'9 !99'S n&"O lZ<:i'.LL 
\170"0 9Ll"l <:i9il'i OU'O Ol9"H O&B"9- 't>H"O SO!'£L 
-------------;·~,g~·~::--~;i'"~·~·:---c;~~r~ ~i:=~ ~~i:~ !~~:: ~~~=: ~l~:1~ 
----Hg:g !i~:g ~-i~:: ~~~:g ;~~:~i-- ~~~;~,,--\if:;~:";:--i:~:~~~:~~;c- , 
---+;,~':c:~~ nr-g :-~-~;;:~,,---:;":~:~:·~. ----'~6~-;;i iz~:i: ~;~:~ -~~~:~-~ ---4;---+--
~z·q Bl/"9 19£'1 
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PPEDICT!CN OF DESIG~ EWLS 
(RURAL ONLY! 
DESCR!PTICN OF PROJfCT ANC COMPUTATIONS 
DESCRIPTION CF PROJFCT 
SHEFT- l OF 5 
DATE- 8 l..:f"-6 6 
.> PREPARATOR-, 
----------~R~O~ULT~F NAME-
PROJECT MJMBFR- KYHPJte-.::t I 
ROUTE NUMRfR- (.J.:f .:?7 
COUNTY- A4ac?,qe--'f'!'RY 
PROJECT liMITS- /? ro -f. M/.t-!ff'-5 A/d:'l'(nt ep ~/n!-.t;P>' cZn 
LOAQCf>\ETER STATION REFF'PE~CE I IF ANY 1- 4 9 !WILE.<" 4/'t!>I'Ro/ pp~rr-<.!S=l"Cfr;l 
DESCRIPTION OF TRAFFIC AND DESIGN PERIOD 
DE S 1 G N PER I D D ( I N C L\J S I V E _.D,_.A"-'T._,E~S,_,I_-_,/_9L£:2<-"<::>-_-,--"/~ff''--"9--'0"'----------------------
0Ellli!i__PER IOC IV EARS 1- .:? 0 
0 E S I G N 0 R E F F F C T I V E A 0 T ( V E H I C L E~S'--'=P-'Ec':R'--'D'-"A'-'V-'1_::-_,;:?"--'9"0..._,0..-_ __________________ _ 
TYPE OF EWL (CIRCLE!- ~ AASHC MOC!FIEC AASHO 
COMPUTAT ICNS 
AOJUSTFD UNIT 
VEHICLE FRACTION FWL S 
TYPE (FRO~ SHEFT 41 !FROM SHEfT 51 
CARS ''70-'f..s- X 0 0 
BUSES .t:>tO"i'"'f X .§; 0&'00 o, o+7e> 
_,,_ ... ._ ~ ----~· "' ___ 
SU-2A 4T ,of39.3 x o,31'1'9 o , o.::r e (:; 
SU-2A-6l '0 '71.:3 X .JJ.,0$"9'3 = o,:q/€3/ 
SU-3A ,ol"-0 X 8.5954 o. 1376"" 
C-3A .o;e4 X Cf, 0:30/ o, I bb.::(' 
C-4A ,c;; (, I ""f X .:/-1-, '/!SOl,:;{ = I , S.::(::? 8 
C-5A ,o::?q 7 X a z '1H"- /, I;:(~ 
AVERAGE UNIT FWL - S.::f"l77= SUM 
~-------~""" 
CFS I GN EWL S %5 X .flO X f.'(9oo X 3.R427 - ,1, e. ?.FO oe::/o 
DESIGN ADT SUM nFslGN twL s 
PERIOD (VEHICLES 
---------------------------------;!~V;';E~ARST ___ P!'iC67A~V'Cl-----------------------------
COMPARISON WITH REFERENCE STATION 
MAY 1968 
107 
PPEDICT!ON OF DESIGN fWLS 
!RURAL ONLY) 
SHEFT- 1 OF 5 
DATE- ffl_-1.5"- 6 8 
DESCR!PT!CN OF PROJFCT ANC COMPUTATIONS PRE PAPATOR-LVN.:::.H 
DfSCR!PTION CF PROJECT 
ROUTE NAME- ROUTE NUMBER~- t/.6 :f?'Z 
PROJECT MJMBFR- KYitPf£-£1 COUNTY-~ ~S'd.t<!:.Y 
PROJECT LIMITS- If? n> 4 &J.!-t?!i'i.s <'k%>1'tr;;!f <?,~"' U/NIT.!-&Y CJ;rr 
LOADCMETER STATION REFERENCE ! IF ANY 1-~ if MI?IB tVp~W <?P' .Pt/N/&eYt!llY 
DESCRIPTION OF TRAffiC AND DESIGN PFRIQQ__~--~-------------­
OESIGN PERIOD I INCLUSIVE DATES I- /970-/9'/lO 
DESIGN P.fPIOC !YEARS!- ;:1.0 
DESIGN OR EFFECTIVE ADT !VEHICLES PER OAYI- £9e?O 
TYPE OF EWL !CIRCLE)- KY ~ ~ MOCIFIED AASHO 
J;Jl!<PUTATICNS 
VEHICLE 
TYPE 
CARS 
BUSES 
SU-2A-4T 
SU-2A-6T 
SU-3A 
C-3A 
C-4A 
C-5A 
CESIGN EWLS 
AOJUSHD 
FRACTION 
I FRO~ SHEFT 41 
.70"1<5 
,oc94 
I C) 13 9.1J 
.o 71:3 
'oJbO 
I 0 /f!J-4 
,0614 
'0.:?97 
165 X 2,_0 X 
OES I GN 
PERIOD 
I YEARS I 
COMPARISON WITH REF~RFNCE STATION 
108 
UNIT 
FWL S 
(FROM SHEfT 51 
X O,OOO,:f? = • 00014/ 
X o. -'900<:1 = ,003?~ 
X o,o/918 = , 00I7bt8 
X o,;e 71!> - ,0/337"' 
X o, ::1 o-:::?8 ~ , oo""fO"!tS"" 
X o,.s-9~1 - ,0/0fB(j'.S 
X ;, 0'7"'7 = . or...biDCf 
X /, 3.1.5"""0 = , o39o..5"'h-
AVERAGE UNIT FWL = , 1:3'11£"0' SUM 
g_9oo X .I:!J'!';.st::> = :?, '/4-t:. OoO 
AOT 
!VEHICLES 
~PF-R D";A"'V{I---------------
MAY 1968 
--------------~P~P~E~071C~T71~C~~-O~F~O~,E~S7IG~,~~fW_L_S __ _ SHEFT- l OF 5 
(RURAL ONLY! nAT '£:..__fl_ -/5- #> f!? 
DESCRIPTION OF PROJfCT ANC COMPUTATIONS PRE PAPA TOR-£ Y...Vc:# 
OFSCR!PTJON CF PROJFCT 
ROUTF NAME ROUTE NUMHP.- U.5 .;?7' 
PROJECT ~UMBFR- t(ylf-Pif-.::? I couNTY- Ma t?/'f!!.G?<ZA.'L_ 
PROJECT LIMITS- :fi'""' ..( dl/L8~ ..VO~r;,t_, OF adt1TL&'Y Cf],-y 
lOAOC~ETER STATION REFFPE~CE (!F ANYJ-49 nf/.tt!i3 Nt?/4(7A' t:>E vtt.ITLEY tJ7Y 
OESCR!PT!ON OF TRAFFIC AND DESIGN l'f_I<!OD ___ _ 
DE S I G N PER l 0 0 ( l N C L lJ S I V E n ATE_ S I - 19 7Q -.~Jc:9ZJ.9_,0.,_ ____________________ __ 
DESIGN PER!OC (YEARS!- ,::fO 
DES l GN 0 R E F F F C T1 V E A 0 T ! V E HI C U S PER D A Y~l -===::?=~='00~~:::::---------------
TVPE OF EWL (CIRCLE!- KY ____ _AASHC EIFIFC AASY 
COMPUTAT ICNS 
ADJUSTFD UNIT 
VEHICLE FRACTION FWL S 
TYPE (FRO~ SHEFT 4) (FROM SHErT 51 
CARS .7045 X o,ooo:::z. = , ooo/41 
BUSES ,oo9+ X o,..q.oo= = ,00 37(,1D 
SU-2A-4T , o'893 X o.tJ/9B = ,00170$ 
SU-2 A-6 T '0 '1'1 3 X a I B 7" - , Ol 33?0 
SU-3A , OlbO X 0, 4~::36 = , oob7?f3 
--
C-3A , ole+ X O,S<f.:<! , o1oB95 
C-4A . 0'- I "f X ;-:ac;;o = .06'.!>4-&7 
C-5A ,o:Z.<f7 X ;?,041 tb = , o bot:>.3k> 
1\V-ERAGF UNIT FWL -. I 6.:?7&./ = s u • 
CFSIGN EWLS 165 X 2.Q x gtfoo X ,{6::<71;./ = :3 870. 000 
SUM 0-F"S !GNE"WLS DES I GN 
------~------------------------~P~ERIOO 
(YEARS I 
COMPARISON WITH REFERFNCF STATION 
ADT 
( VEH I~L_f'_S __ 
PER DAY! 
109 
MAY 1968 
PRE.L IC T ION Of DES !GN EWLS 
IRU~AL ONLY! 
DETERIHNAT10~ OF lCCAl CCNDIIIONS 
SHEET- 2 Of 5 
0 A. T E- ff.::::L,s-- 6 € 
PREPARATOR- LY-v"'-h' 
** FOR EACH LF TilE· fCllOWi~G UCAl CCN~IT IONS, CIRCLE THE APPRO-PRIATE CODE ** 
LOCAL CODE bESCRlPT !ON 
CUNDIT IIJN 
l INTERSlATE-NUMBERED RURAl ROUTE 
ROAO (1) IJS-NlJMBERfij Rl.IRJ\[ ROUT 1: 
TYPE 3 KY-NUMBEREO RURAL ROUTE 
DIRECT lCJN 
ALTERN HE 
liTilTil: 
SERii!CE 
PROV lOtiO 
IIGLUME 
NAXIM01'1 
AJ..lCoULE 
GRUSS 
i<ElGhTt 
SEASCt\ 
4 OTHER RURACROUJ E 
Q) 
2 
1 w 
3 
l 
2 m 
4 
5 
b 
7 
8 
9 
"':;" 
1 
2 
3 
SERVES PREDOMINANTLY NOIHI'l-SOUTH TRAFF,IC 
SERVES PRECCMINANHY EAST-WEST TRAFHC 
AlTERNATE ROUTE PROVIDES INfERIOR SERVICE 
NO ALTERNATE ROUH OR SAME QUAliTY OF.:Sfit\I.ICE 
ALTERNATE ROLlE PRGV!DES SUPERIOR. SERVICE . 
PRIMARILY PROVIDES SERV!!;E TO MAJOii REGRE'J\iTIONAl ACTIVITIES 
PROVIDES S!GNIF!CAIIIT SERVICE TO MAJOR RECREATIONAl ACTIIiHIES 
FROVlDES S.IJME SERVICC TO RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
lJRlllNAilv 
PROV!DES SOME SERVICE TO ~INING ACTIV!TlES 
PROVIDES SIGNHICANT SERVICE TO MAJOR MINING ACTIVITIES 
PRIMARILY PRCVIDES SERVICC TO MAJOR MINING ACTIVITIES 
PROVIDESI!llRE THAN ORDINARY SERVICE TO INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES 
PRlMARlLY PRGVJOES SERVICE TO MAJOR INDUSTRIAl ACTIVITIES 
0-499 VEHICLES PER DAY 
50G-999 Vi:h!ClES P.ER DAY 
1000-1999 VEHICLES PER DAY. 
2000-2999 VEhiCLES PER DAY 
3000-3999 VEhiClES PEH DAY 
40Cd-5999 vEHICLES PER DAY 
6000-7999 VEhiCLES PER DAY 
8000-ll999 VEHICLES PER DAY 
10000-13999 VEHICLES PER DAY 
14000 UR MGRE VEHICLES PER DAY 
30,000 POUNDS 
42,000 PCUNOS 
59v6it0 PUJNoS 
~ 73,280 POUNCS 
G PuU~OS 
l WESIERN tHIGHWAY DISIRICIS I AND 2J 
TS 3, 4, AND 81 
1 S 5, 6, AND f) 
4 tASIERN lhiGH•AY DISTRICTS 9, 10, 11, AND 121 
1 wiNTER IJA~LARY-MARCHI 
2 SPRING (APklL-JONEJ 
3 SUM~ER (JLLV-SEPTEMHERl 
;; fALL (O~lOHER DECEMBER! 
MAY 1968 
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